Why cannot earth folks envision a world without
MONEY! Part # 4

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1131736
Philippines
12/29/2011 07:22 PM
I like the concept of money.
Money is a great tool for measuring how much a person make other peoples' lives easier.
Bum in his mother's basement = no money
A guy who owns a software that helps lot of people = lots of money
Money is good.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7862926
Brazil
12/29/2011 07:22 PM
Money is for selfish dumb unatractive losers.
Corvus
User ID: 7924999
Turkey
12/29/2011 07:24 PM
Some of us want a type 3 galactic civilisation because we have heard of and comprihend
Hellenism, we don't feel knowege if a profitable power nor do we have a need to suppress people.
If you can't comprehend this you're stupid and easy to spot. Soon to be even easyer.
Quoting: AWFUL

You should understand some of us DO NOT want even type 1 civilization let alone type 3.It gives
me nightmares even thought of a type 3 civilization.F*ck Michio Kaku and his pro-Nwo stupid
ideas.Result of watching too much Star Trek.Geezz...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7862926
Brazil
12/29/2011 07:25 PM
A guy who owns a software that helps lot of people = lots of money
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1131736

A guy who owns a software that helps a lot of people did not create it himself. It was a
cooperative venture.
But not when its time for money sharing.
So dont lie, we know why you like it.
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AWFUL
User ID: 7928910
United States
12/29/2011 07:27 PM
Some of us want a type 3 galactic civilisation because we have heard of and comprihend
Hellenism, we don't feel knowege if a profitable power nor do we have a need to suppress people.
If you can't comprehend this you're stupid and easy to spot. Soon to be even easyer.
Quoting: AWFUL

You should understand some of us DO NOT want even type 1 civilization let alone type 3.It gives
me nightmares even thought of a type 3 civilization.F*ck Michio Kaku and his pro-Nwo stupid
ideas.Result of watching too much Star Trek.Geezz...
Quoting: Corvus 7924999

This guy is supressing himself, he ba a perfect slave.
AWFUL
User ID: 7928910
United States
12/29/2011 07:30 PM

Quoting: Hitokiri

And look at the big guy doing his thang to the little guy, another perfect slave.
AWFUL
User ID: 7928910
United States
12/29/2011 07:31 PM
I like the concept of money.
Money is a great tool for measuring how much a person make other peoples' lives easier.
Bum in his mother's basement = no money
A guy who owns a software that helps lot of people = lots of money
Money is good.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1131736

Another perfect slave.
Corvus
User ID: 7924999
Turkey
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12/29/2011 07:40 PM
Some of us want a type 3 galactic civilisation because we have heard of and comprihend
Hellenism, we don't feel knowege if a profitable power nor do we have a need to suppress people.
If you can't comprehend this you're stupid and easy to spot. Soon to be even easyer.
Quoting: AWFUL

You should understand some of us DO NOT want even type 1 civilization let alone type 3.It gives
me nightmares even thought of a type 3 civilization.F*ck Michio Kaku and his pro-Nwo stupid
ideas.Result of watching too much Star Trek.Geezz...
Quoting: Corvus 7924999

This guy is supressing himself, he ba a perfect slave.
Quoting: AWFUL

What?You are the one who would be a perfect slave for being decieved by their false dogmas and
dystopias.I stand for freedom.Centralization of power,transhumanism and industrilization are real
dangers for future generations.Look at all the msm music video clips,movies,shows they all
promote technocratic-transhumanist agenda.They want to dehumanize us,seperate us from primal
nature to domesticate us MORE.Pay heed to my words it is dangerous to mankind playing gods(or
nature or whatever you believe in).Unless we stop this will lead ultimate slavery and loss of
freedom for sometime until their system collapse by its own.
Real list
User ID: 904945
United States
12/29/2011 07:42 PM

Poker is a good game using cards. So is euchre.
Poker is played using money or chips that represent money
Euchre is played using a scoring system, point counting.
but guess what? In both game there are winners and losers.
Just as the game of life, with or without using money, there are winners and losers.
Hitokiri
User ID: 1540764
United States
12/29/2011 07:44 PM
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Quoting: Hitokiri

And look at the big guy doing his thang to the little guy, another perfect slave.
Quoting: AWFUL

How do you know the big guy wasn't a slave and the little guy was the rich guy who used him?

Hitokiri
User ID: 1540764
United States
12/29/2011 07:46 PM

I like the concept of money.
Money is a great tool for measuring how much a person make other peoples' lives easier.
Bum in his mother's basement = no money
A guy who owns a software that helps lot of people = lots of money
Money is good.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1131736

Another perfect slave.
Quoting: AWFUL
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This dude must be living in his parents basement... upset because he doesn't have more but not
willing to work for it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/29/2011 07:52 PM
Banker or hedge fund guy who receives a tip from Secretary of Treasury Paulson to get rid of long
positions in Fannie and Freddie bc they won't be bailed out:
gobs and gobs of money.

I'm having some trouble seeing how that transaction made most people's lives easier.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/29/2011 08:01 PM
The moneyless world of the NWO is not a moneyless world. Its a cashless society, so you can't
even buy some eggs of the neighbor that might have chickens and the like. NO garage sales, at
least if they are, they are tied into your CHIP from which you cannot buy or sell without being on
the global computers.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Miss NIP, i can feel all you want is the good of humanity but,what do you suggest in exchange for
money?In real life nobody will give you anything for free unless they are your relatives or close
friend.Even after some time they would refuse to sharing their stuff.Because to produce
something you should work hard.Lets say for example you cultivated your garden and produced
some tomatoes or you worked hard and produced a table.Would you give them for free to
someone who need them?Do you think people would give their stuff they worked hard to produce
for free?Maybe some people would,but many will not.Why?Because they worked hard and wasted
their time and energy to create those products and they will expect something in exchange of
them.This is a natural expectance and necessary for their survival.
If you'll suggest bartering system this is a more primitive form of trading than monetary system.I
have no problem with bartering but it wouldn't support complex economic systems of high-tech
societies which you support.
The money less society I am talking about is not a digital money system where on is chipped or
carries a plastic swipe card, its a whole different animal and this world is to become global, its part
of the ascension and we don't go back to david Thoreau either. That will NOT generate the
needed growth of moving up into a fully technical society on robots and which travels
space. with the ascension of GAIA comes new ways and man must get into light and life. Money
is sometimes still on early light and life worlds, but all give it up eventually, completely.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Why would we need to generate the 'needed growth of moving up into a fully technical society on
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robots and which travels space' you talk about?No offence maam but it seems your beliefs are
based upon disinformative and delusional new-age beliefs.
Instead of "banks" on a moneyless work, you have "trusts" and specially trained people to over
see necessary trade and delivery of Goods. In a way it will not be much different than our global
over control NOW, that is arranging that nice food from Chili you get in the winter if you live where
I do!
This is the bestowal world of Michael of Nebadon and we are not moving backwards. The
governments of the creation, move man ever forward and upward. the People of earth will
experience new dimensions of experience and are to become a people which travel to other
planets etc.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The very concept of the 'progress' is a myth created in Victorian Era.There was always ups and
downs in human history.There are numerous civilizations that collapsed before.For example swift
collapse of Bronze Age mediterranian civilizations in 11th century BC for uncertain reasons.Every
highly organizated societies are destined to fall this is a fact.
Quoting: Corvus 7924999

I think you need something that can't be "hypothecated", i.e. used as collateral for further lending.
Such lending can lead to "fractional reserve", where you lend $5 against the same $1 of gold
collateral, and hence monetary expansion.
Monetary expansion leads to great quantities of unhinged money flowing around, greater than the
actual stuff there is to buy. If one guy locks up enough of it, and especially if others are in debt to
him, then he runs the world and can enslave others in practical terms. We've seen this in spades
recently.
There is fundamental progress. Electric lights work better than candles, fire works better than not
knowing how to make a fire, computers are a great invention, so is the internet, so is the wheel!
These are fundamental things improving our lives, that have nothing to do with "money illusion".
Celia D.
User ID: 7242819
United States
12/29/2011 08:06 PM
Lots of pinned posts...do you think you have gotten your original point across? BTW, what is your
original point?
Like, in a nutshell.........
Last Edited by Celia D. on 12/29/2011 08:07 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 08:08 PM
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Banker or hedge fund guy who receives a tip from Secretary of Treasury Paulson to get rid of long
positions in Fannie and Freddie bc they won't be bailed out:
gobs and gobs of money.

I'm having some trouble seeing how that transaction made most people's lives easier.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

well Fanny Mae will certainly not be a necessary organization in a world operating without money.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 08:11 PM

Re: Why cannot earth folks envision a world without MONEY!
Lots of pinned posts...do you think you have gotten your original point across? BTW, what is your
original point?
Like, in a nutshell.........
Quoting: Celia D.

On this thread, that we will create a world which does NOT NEED or USE money in anyway. All
worlds that reach this holy state are "heaven." Spend some time reading. Most people cannot
comprehend such, but they need to try, so they can thus visualize something MORE and BETTEr.
Many are visualizing going back to the age of the peoples living in tents and shelters, on the land,
but that is not going to happen. We are moving well beyond that. We must become a global
society if we want everyone to "have enough" of all things, including education, play, and the like,
and we must develop this if we want to fly the friendly universe, because they don't use money out
there, our dollars will not work.
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To those who keep giving me red or green thumbs telling me to seek Jesus, Jesus is my best
friend, he is returned, and we have co created AbundantHope, the 2nd Coming organization. He
is in fact the Commander of the Forces from Heaven that are here at this time.
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS a GLOBAL organization.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 08:12 PM

Quoting: Hitokiri

And look at the big guy doing his thang to the little guy, another perfect slave.
Quoting: AWFUL

How do you know the big guy wasn't a slave and the little guy was the rich guy who used him?

Quoting: Hitokiri

Good response!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7862926
Brazil
12/29/2011 08:15 PM
Lots of pinned posts...do you think you have gotten your original point across? BTW, what is your
original point?
Like, in a nutshell.........
Quoting: Celia D.

On this thread, that we will create a world which does NOT NEED or USE money in anyway. All
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worlds that reach this holy state are "heaven." Spend some time reading. Most people cannot
comprehend such, but they need to try, so they can thus visualize something MORE and BETTEr.
Many are visualizing going back to the age of the peoples living in tents and shelters, on the land,
but that is not going to happen. We are moving well beyond that. We must become a global
society if we want everyone to "have enough" of all things, including education, play, and the like,
and we must develop this if we want to fly the friendly universe, because they don't use money out
there, our dollars will not work.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

And Earth is very nice to be viewed from above!
We could have high-tech Led Zepplins ultra secure to watch it from above in cooperative cabins!
(All naked if I have my wish! ;)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 08:17 PM

Poker is a good game using cards. So is euchre.
Poker is played using money or chips that represent money
Euchre is played using a scoring system, point counting.
but guess what? In both game there are winners and losers.
Just as the game of life, with or without using money, there are winners and losers.
Quoting: Real list

the losers however, are reduced greatly on a money free world and if they don't want the
responsibilities that go with a money free world, because NOT working at something is not
allowed if one is abled bodied, will earn them a trip to a place like earth is now. On a money free
world there will be the younger ones starting at the bottom of the ladder so to speak , but for those
seekers there is nothing but an endless up. Those who don't seek have little place of those
cultured worlds. Some people think when they get to "heaven" with Jesus there will be all play.
WRONG. All beings, including spirit beings live on worlds or craft and WORK. Even your
"guardian angels" are employed to help you on the journey. that IS work. However, that said the
guardian angels volunteer for that work and all work is volunteer work in the higher realms, since
money is not used.
By the way, I don't punch a time clock for this "work" I do. Granted this is a money world and I
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can't even get online to work without money, but I do have my disability, for which I worked quite
hard in my physically better years, and other benefits and AH pays for my computer and internet
access, because those do not fit in the very tight budget. Our readers pay our bills by donations,
as I certainly cannot pay the website costs, but all of us in AH donate our time, no one gets a
salary. Your volunteer work in fact on this planet IS your "god work" and the most valuable work

you do in many instances, for it feels good to serve others, does it not?
Imagine living
your whole life on a world where all work is voluntary and given in love? NOW THAT WOULD BE
HEAVEN, WOULD IT NOT?
Celia D.
User ID: 7242819
United States
12/29/2011 08:18 PM
Lots of pinned posts...do you think you have gotten your original point across? BTW, what is your
original point?
Like, in a nutshell.........
Quoting: Celia D.

On this thread, that we will create a world which does NOT NEED or USE money in anyway. All
worlds that reach this holy state are "heaven." Spend some time reading. Most people cannot
comprehend such, but they need to try, so they can thus visualize something MORE and BETTEr.
Many are visualizing going back to the age of the peoples living in tents and shelters, on the land,
but that is not going to happen. We are moving well beyond that. We must become a global
society if we want everyone to "have enough" of all things, including education, play, and the like,
and we must develop this if we want to fly the friendly universe, because they don't use money out
there, our dollars will not work.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Interesting ideas.....
There are lost of people on this forum with interesting and imaginative ideas.
But, where do your ideas go beyond this forum? I mean, what have you set in motion that will
actually change our current reality? Assuming most of these ideas are yours alone, and you are
not merely parroting someone else's "revelations"..
Muzzle
User ID: 7894305
United States
12/29/2011 08:21 PM
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Lootopia
You must also share all that you have learned.
Quoting: AWFUL

I have learned that there are whole shit-loads of people who would prefer to do no work, who
would steal without hesitation, who would do murder and torture for pleasure, who would devise
ways to make others serve them--- and some of these would even hire publicists and journalists to
paint them as beneficient geniuses.
In his book, "Between Two Ages," Brzezinski wrote: "The technetronic era involves the gradual
appearance of a more controlled society. Such a society would be dominated by an elite,
unrestrained by traditional values."
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7862926
Brazil
12/29/2011 08:23 PM
Poker is a good game using cards. So is euchre.
Poker is played using money or chips that represent money
Euchre is played using a scoring system, point counting.
but guess what? In both game there are winners and losers.
Just as the game of life, with or without using money, there are winners and losers.
Quoting: Real list
All beings, including spirit beings live on worlds or craft and WORK. Even your "guardian angels"
are employed to help you on the journey. that IS work. However, that said the guardian angels
volunteer for that work and all work is volunteer work in the higher realms, since money is not
used.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

But all these "religious" people are unable to accept this.
Luciferians being the worst of them all.
Celia D.
User ID: 7242819
United States
12/29/2011 08:30 PM
SO, do we believe the ideas and revelations of NIP, or Joseph Smith (Mormons), or Charles Taze
Russell (Jehovahs Witness), or L. Ron Hubbard (Scientology), or....
Just WHO has received and understood the super secret universal secrets? And how would the
rest of us know?? (As in whether or not they were crazy, deceived, or accurate)
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(Or none of the above)
Last Edited by Celia D. on 12/29/2011 08:32 PM
GonViral
san onofre LEAKING?? WTF
User ID: 5769488
United States
12/29/2011 08:49 PM

IT IS NOT THAT HARD PEOPLE. Some folks didn't like my butting into this thread this evening.
Thread: What is the reason for money?
So lets just do it under my name and YOU butt into this one with VISION. Living without money
does not need serfdom. And it does not mean going back to the hunter gatherer stage either, nor
to an agrarian life. It does not mean you trade your organic back yard grown veggies to a
carpenter to build your house either.
The carpenter to build you house does not have to do something to acquire the wood, shingles,
plumbing, electrical wiring and all the rest to build your house for his groceries. YOU CAN DO
BETTER.
HUMAN is different from the animals because human can envision. I have had in fact 3 cats that
have gotten a father fragment because they began to envision something beyond CAT. Leave out
the Father Fragment though for this time, its not a thread on religion or cosmology.
Can you ones see no further ahead than working away your lives under the control of others? Can
you not see your enslavement? I have never had a free day in my life on this world. NOT ONE.
While I have "free time" to write here on GLP, I had to pay for the computer, and I have to pay for
the electricity to run it, and most importantly I have to pay for the internet connection to get here.
And some pour soul likely earned next to nothing to bring me the expensive mac in the first place
because the way international currency works. I have no idea who builds all the parts to a mac,
then there is the shipping, packaging to ship and all that stuff that makes the world of apple go
round.
I want to leave religion out of this, but I will not leave spirituality and some cosmology out of it. I
have to make one statement, you are so missing out on the spirituality stuff, that you have bought
the false heaven lie, which allows you to let yourself live as slaves, in hopes of a reward in heaven
where you never have to work again, you can have parties with Jesus for eternity of trillions of
years. Yes some of you do think that way, do not deny it.
Well guess what, Jesus has returned and he has worked his butt off for you since then. He
worked his butt off finding places for you to go at the time this world is closed down and that is
soon. Because you have destroyed your world and you have done so by allowing MONEY to be
used to squelch your creative minds and reduce you to enslaved beings. And there are plenty of
people who will post here that I am coo coo around this idea, they did already in the thread above
and they have done so in the other threads on money.
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I am NOT COO COO on this. Guess what, you will always work SOME in all of your life eternal.
You will always live on planets of some sort. There is no heaven up in them their clouds to float in.
Jesus LIVES on a planet except right now he lives on a CRAFT. Crafts are heaven people. You
do not fly the friendly universe until you have earned the right to do so. The galactic wars are over
and every race on every world must earn the right to fly or you stay on your prison world until you
do. Work does NOT ever go away.
Your angels work, didn't that occur to you? Do they get paid digital credits or paper bills for it? NO.
In the friendly universe everyone GIFTS their skills. Period. Now enough for tonight, I will continue
this tomorrow and see what's posted in it. You are going to learn to expand your consciousness,
or you are going to stay as fools on fools planets. This was the teaching left out of your bible.
"Truly, I say to you, wisdom must be learned from the laws of Creation, which humans may
recognize in nature. But if humans do not think and seek, they will not be able to attain
wisdom and will remain fools.There is no higher happiness than wisdom, no better friend
than knowledge, and no other saviour than the power of the spirit."
If you do not get that POWER of your SPIRIT up and running, you are moving to other
stupid worlds full of fools. OK. Can I be any clearer of that one?
Now would someone help me out here and list all the shit you have to pay for in this life? To pay
for your shit, (and you do pay sewer fees to your water company to process your shit, do you not,
quite literally), you have to work hours almost beyond your endurance, and submit to
enslavement. Every single person that is employed is a slave and every single employer manages

slaves. PONDER THAT ONE FOR IT IS TRUTH. Good night.
won't have peace either until the money goes away.)
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

(and you

I can envision a world without money..sure. done.
uuhh..WOW that was one hell of hit...head rush.
ok..back to the topic.
if u were a billionaire....would you want a world without money?
Real list
User ID: 904945
United States
12/29/2011 08:55 PM
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I can envision a world without money..sure. done.
uuhh..WOW that was one hell of hit...head rush.
ok..back to the topic.
if u were a billionaire....would you want a world without money?
Quoting: GonViral

Billionaires do not have 1 or more billion dollars. Their net worth is 1 or more billion dollars. Some
of their worth is their home(s) and their business. If money disappeared they would still be
wealthy.
This society does have the problem of measuring every value in terms of money.
The storm did 30 billion in damage. That is not really accurate. The right way is to say, the storm
destroyed 5 billion man hours of labor. The tv costs 44 hours of labor. Groceries cost 12 hours of
labor.
Hey, I just invented a moneyless system.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7883027
United States
12/29/2011 08:56 PM

Now would someone help me out here and list all the shit you have to pay for in this life? To pay
for your shit, (and you do pay sewer fees to your water company to process your shit, do you not,
quite literally), you have to work hours almost beyond your endurance, and submit to
enslavement. Every single person that is employed is a slave and every single employer manages
slaves. PONDER THAT ONE FOR IT IS TRUTH. Good night. :peace on earth: (and you won't
have peace either until the money goes away.)
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Let me make it REALLY simple for you.

Satan runs this world.
No money = No Mark of the Beast
No Mark of the Beast = No ability to keep certain people from buying and selling when the time
comes. Tha time will come after cash is eliminated, and "money" are simply digits in your account.
And believe me... It's coming.

I cannot make it any simpler than that. Although for you, I wish I could.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
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User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 09:04 PM

slaves. PONDER THAT ONE FOR IT IS TRUTH. Good night.
won't have peace either until the money goes away.)
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

(and you

Let me make it REALLY simple for you.

Satan runs this world.
No money = No Mark of the Beast
No Mark of the Beast = No ability to keep certain people from buying and selling when the time
comes. Tha time will come after cash is eliminated, and "money" are simply digits in your account.
And believe me... It's coming.

I cannot make it any simpler than that. Although for you, I wish I could.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7883027

sadly, yes it is, the ultimate putting people in cages, digital control. Will man rise up again on that
one, when he can't even have some cash in his pocket. I don't know.
GonViral
san onofre LEAKING?? WTF
User ID: 5769488
United States
12/29/2011 09:06 PM
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And they brought it,.... The penny, which was a Roman one, and worth seven pence halfpenny of
our money:
and he saith unto them, whose is this image, and superscription; for it had the head of an emperor
upon it, very likely the image of the then reigning emperor Tiberius, and a superscription on it,
expressing his name, and perhaps a motto along with it:
and they said unto him, Caesar's; one of the Roman emperors, Augustus, or Tiberius; most
probably the latter; See Gill on Matthew 22:20, Matthew 22:21.
WAIT...THE SON OF GOD DIDNT KNOW WHO'S PORTRAIT ON THE COIN..??
IS THAT THE ANSWER?
TAKE ALL THE IMAGES OFF THE COINS?
OR...like the 5 loves..and fishes..SHARE..SHARE WITH ONE ANOTHER...BELIEVE IN THE
CREATOR OF LIFE..LIFE UNTOLD!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7141278
Canada
12/29/2011 09:12 PM
hmm.. a world without money, I wonder how much that would cost.?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7862926
Brazil
12/29/2011 09:28 PM
hmm.. a world without money, I wonder how much that would cost.?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7141278

Less lives exterminated in the attempt to steal it.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 09:29 PM
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hmm.. a world without money, I wonder how much that would cost.?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7141278

not one red dime.
That thread about a world without money is the most simplistic and stupid thing ever! red
thumb just delivered, I guess this one lacks imagination and insight. Apparently the thread was not
read.
Well folks, I am in severe pain and I am going to lie down for 1/2 hour and see if I can meditate it
down a bit. Very strange energies right now.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/29/2011 09:41 PM
Banker or hedge fund guy who receives a tip from Secretary of Treasury Paulson to get rid of long
positions in Fannie and Freddie bc they won't be bailed out:
gobs and gobs of money.

I'm having some trouble seeing how that transaction made most people's lives easier.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

well Fanny Mae will certainly not be a necessary organization in a world operating without money.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

samanthasunflower
User ID: 5364986
United States
12/29/2011 09:47 PM
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The Pilgrims tried the idea of having no money and everyone working for the common good idea.
Surprisenly there wasn't plenty of everything. In fact, 1/2 the population starved to death.
When they abandoned the idea of working for the common good and divided up the land for
individuals to work and keep their own food, then there was surplus and prosperity.
I'd rather not starve to death. I'm not giving you any of my cows just because you feel that you are
deserving of them. I'm the one that put in the long hours to raise them, and I'm the one that will
profit from their sale. (Or at least pay some bills with the money from their sale.)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7839726
Australia
12/29/2011 10:07 PM
Twas a good read until you mentioned Jesus being real...... but none the less
Soul Wave
User ID: 7906992
United Kingdom
12/29/2011 10:12 PM
The Pilgrims tried the idea of having no money and everyone working for the common good idea.
Surprisenly there wasn't plenty of everything. In fact, 1/2 the population starved to death.
When they abandoned the idea of working for the common good and divided up the land for
individuals to work and keep their own food, then there was surplus and prosperity.
I'd rather not starve to death. I'm not giving you any of my cows just because you feel that you are
deserving of them. I'm the one that put in the long hours to raise them, and I'm the one that will
profit from their sale. (Or at least pay some bills with the money from their sale.)
Quoting: samanthasunflower

There is no need of a sale if everyone had the possession of a cow, they would not need to
purchase your cow, they will have their own.
The future will be a simulous of unified field, it will be on share only. All the talents that each
person has they will share it freely, it will not need to be created for a false incentive of payment
because payment stifles your creativity and with sharing of each others talents is the freedom of
your creativity.
People cannot see past the pay and barter system because they cannot see a reason to give
without reward. The reward of sharing is that everyone has equal access to everything and will
enjoy the fruits of their creations in the equality that they are given. Every man and woman will
want to give the best they have to their families and the sharing mind will stimulate their joy of
giving and never want for nothing.
You will have everything you want because there will be no restrictions, as abundance is what our
Father wants for us if only you wish to accept it. Not only is sharing the key to unlimited
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abundance it also removes the extreme and dreadful waste and harm to earth as nothing that is
not needed will not be created. In the money system there is so much harm and waste as
everyone clambers to create stuff, useless stuff just to make money, to make a living, they do it
poisonously to do it as cheaply as they can.
Those with understanding and the will toward peace to all man on earth will feel and know that
sharing is the only true way and is why the earth is a mess because it is the opposite to sharing.
The future is a wonderful place to be if only you could see it in your hearts and feel it to your
souls.
Money is like your current landscape, barren and false and divided, the landscape of sharing is
rich and natural and beautiful and weaves it's remedy through your hearts and the land across the
entire face of the earth. You do not need money to create, just a good heart and a free and
wonderful imagination!!!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 10:44 PM

The Pilgrims tried the idea of having no money and everyone working for the common good idea.
Surprisenly there wasn't plenty of everything. In fact, 1/2 the population starved to death.
When they abandoned the idea of working for the common good and divided up the land for
individuals to work and keep their own food, then there was surplus and prosperity.
I'd rather not starve to death. I'm not giving you any of my cows just because you feel that you are
deserving of them. I'm the one that put in the long hours to raise them, and I'm the one that will
profit from their sale. (Or at least pay some bills with the money from their sale.)
Quoting: samanthasunflower

what goes on when a whole world goes off money (including digital money), is nothing like what
they did. I am asking you ones to think out of the box here. BEcause every money thread I start
anywhere, is hampered by the box.
I have asked in this thread before to imagine we are already off the stuff. You would still work, go
to school, there would still be employment applications as such for major companies and
corporations. In stead of banking, there would be global organizations engaged in bringing
services. Some of you would work for them. Are you in medicine, will that would continue. Do you
stock shelves in a store, will the distribution centers for food, clothing, computers et all would still
need their shelves stocked although man will automate that more and is in fact.
Some of you will still be in say the travel industry. Some of you will still be plumbers, electrictians
and the like. Some of you that are clerks in stores will be learning something else. As you take
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goods out of the distribution centers they will still have a code on them and be scanned so records
can be kept and the shelves restocked and orders going out to companies that manufacture the
goods. Those of you working manufacturing will still be manufacturing but over time, more and
more of that will be automated.
If you drive a taxi, you might still be doing that. PEOPLE IS IT NOT THAT hard. YOu do NOT
return to bargaining with neighbors. You cannot trade your organic veggies you grow for a new
house. The builder of the house will not be trading something to get the wood and appliances for
your house.
The world will still work.
Why is this so HARD? Only you can answer to the box.
I could still be here sitting at the computer and teaching. Some folks would still be manufacturing
computers so we could all have them. ditto the cell phones. There will still be appliance repairman
if your fridge fails, and auto repairman if your car goes on the blink. Again WHY IS THIS SO
HARD??????? Knock down that box.
What won't happen is starving people. What won't happen is folks working more and more hours
and jobs for less and less as many of you are doing. What will happen is you will work, if we went
off money tomorrow, no more than half the hours you work now. What would you do with all that
extra time? Well free education would be one of those things. Travel, FUN TIME< Dancing, doing
arts of various sorts. Parties, LOTS OF PARTIES people. You would actually have "time" to live
without he pressures of paying your bills. You need internet, somebody comes and hooks up your
house, just like now. Only you won't have to choose for lesser internet because of the pocket
book.
Lots of jobs, again, go bye bye, like banking, Insurance companies. You won't need to buy
insurance to protect you. You are so ripped off. And you don't know it.
every one of you. climb out of that box and look at YOUR LIFE NOW and how it could change if
you were not chasing money. It is not a simple unit of exchange, it is your slave.
In fact without the "profit" motive, there will not be people manufacturing in slave conditions
around the world. Without the profit motive, things that WORK will be built. No reason to cut
corners. You will not need to always be replacing your stuff because of Planned Obsolescence. If
it were not for profit motive on this world, we would have NOW 256 bit computers instead of 32 bit
double core ones pretending to be 64 bit. And they would LAST .
WRite down everything you do that takes TIME around money. No more coupons for groceries, no
more sales to plan for, christmas might become actually fun and spiritual in fact. No lines at target
24 hours before black Friday. No time spent getting the bills paid. What would YOU DO WITH ALL
THAT EXTRA TIME? If you are a student in college, that will be considered your "work". No
having to take years longer going part time or working self to death holding down a part time job.
All that shit goes away and live becomes meaningful.
I have asked all of you to make a list of what you gave up because you did not have the
money. Start posting some of those lists here in this thread. Start participating in it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
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Likely, the Pilgrims were not ready for a money-free system.
It's true in my experience, that my own best creativity is not fueled by a desire for money. It's
fueled by curiosity and just a simple process whereby creativity is natural. It needs no extra
incentives.
The classical economic model is driven by fear and greed, and it's a very good approximation of
what happens here on earth -- the best model I know of. But there are some "wild cards" it does
not well explain, and technological progress is probably the biggest of these. It comes from a
human creative / receptive process that is not captured by the fear / greed model. (Actually I have
some ideas for how it could be captured, in certain manifestations, but the people who run
economics just aren't normally interested in that. Also I haven't bothered to submit it. In
economics, anything that gets away from money is formally called "communist economics", and
while that is a somewhat respected field, it's not where the emphasis is.
The emphasis in economics is in "growth economics" -- how to make a society grow faster in
economic terms, to produce more economic surplus. We are told that this is a good thing,
because the surplus can be shared. But we should be aware that the standard measure of
"goodness" of an economic system (Pareto efficiency) does not require that surplus be shared at
all. Fairness is just not considered, beyond what is implicit in an assumption of risk aversion
(people will try really hard not to starve.)
Old style "welfare economics" had a value for consumption and typically also a value for leisure.
Growth economics leaves out the value of leisure, because it does not lead to growth according to
the model. It's not considered to be a part of the "surplus" that matters.
Maximizing the tradable surplus (goods, or especially money) at the expense of the nontradable
(leisure, including the opportunity for contemplation, personal freedom, and pretty much
everything the soul desires) is a recipe for permitting the accumulation of vast wealth in a few
hands, while others work like slaves, ever in fear of losing what little security they have.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/29/2011 10:57 PM
The Pilgrims tried the idea of having no money and everyone working for the common good idea.
Surprisenly there wasn't plenty of everything. In fact, 1/2 the population starved to death.
When they abandoned the idea of working for the common good and divided up the land for
individuals to work and keep their own food, then there was surplus and prosperity.
I'd rather not starve to death. I'm not giving you any of my cows just because you feel that you are
deserving of them. I'm the one that put in the long hours to raise them, and I'm the one that will
profit from their sale. (Or at least pay some bills with the money from their sale.)
Quoting: samanthasunflower

what goes on when a whole world goes off money (including digital money), is nothing like what
they did. I am asking you ones to think out of the box here. BEcause every money thread I start
anywhere, is hampered by the box.
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I have asked in this thread before to imagine we are already off the stuff. You would still work, go
to school, there would still be employment applications as such for major companies and
corporations. In stead of banking, there would be global organizations engaged in bringing
services. Some of you would work for them. Are you in medicine, will that would continue. Do you
stock shelves in a store, will the distribution centers for food, clothing, computers et all would still
need their shelves stocked although man will automate that more and is in fact.
Some of you will still be in say the travel industry. Some of you will still be plumbers, electrictians
and the like. Some of you that are clerks in stores will be learning something else. As you take
goods out of the distribution centers they will still have a code on them and be scanned so records
can be kept and the shelves restocked and orders going out to companies that manufacture the
goods. Those of you working manufacturing will still be manufacturing but over time, more and
more of that will be automated.
If you drive a taxi, you might still be doing that. PEOPLE IS IT NOT THAT hard. YOu do NOT
return to bargaining with neighbors. You cannot trade your organic veggies you grow for a new
house. The builder of the house will not be trading something to get the wood and appliances for
your house.
The world will still work.
Why is this so HARD? Only you can answer to the box.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
You CANNOT trade your veggies for a construction project? You're not allowed to do one-on-one
commerce and must deal with the global organization engaged in bringing services?
Once you've fulfilled your normal work obligation to that organization, can you do some extra to
trade with the neighbors? Is that done, or is it forbidden, or is life laid-back enough that nobody
wants to do that?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 11:01 PM

Likely, the Pilgrims were not ready for a money-free system.
It's true in my experience, that my own best creativity is not fueled by a desire for money.
It's fueled by curiosity and just a simple process whereby creativity is natural. It needs no
extra incentives.
The classical economic model is driven by fear and greed, and it's a very good approximation of
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what happens here on earth -- the best model I know of. But there are some "wild cards" it does
not well explain, and technological progress is probably the biggest of these. It comes from a
human creative / receptive process that is not captured by the fear / greed model. (Actually I have
some ideas for how it could be captured, in certain manifestations, but the people who run
economics just aren't normally interested in that. Also I haven't bothered to submit it. In
economics, anything that gets away from money is formally called "communist economics", and
while that is a somewhat respected field, it's not where the emphasis is.
The emphasis in economics is in "growth economics" -- how to make a society grow faster in
economic terms, to produce more economic surplus. We are told that this is a good thing,
because the surplus can be shared. But we should be aware that the standard measure of
"goodness" of an economic system (Pareto efficiency) does not require that surplus be shared at
all. Fairness is just not considered, beyond what is implicit in an assumption of risk aversion
(people will try really hard not to starve.)
Old style "welfare economics" had a value for consumption and typically also a value for leisure.
Growth economics leaves out the value of leisure, because it does not lead to growth according to
the model. It's not considered to be a part of the "surplus" that matters.
Maximizing the tradable surplus (goods, or especially money) at the expense of the nontradable
(leisure, including the opportunity for contemplation, personal freedom, and pretty much
everything the soul desires) is a recipe for permitting the accumulation of vast wealth in a few
hands, while others work like slaves, ever in fear of losing what little security they have.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203
If we went off money, all of creativity could be fueled by curiosity. You ones are kept in the system
so well described above and then fed shit ass religion to keep your noses on the grind stone and
your only hope is going to church so some day you can go to heaven. STINKS people. It STINKS.
CRAVE SOMETHING MORE. HUman is possessed with DESIRE. DESIRE something more than
an existance of being glued to fake money, working until you are 65 and can "retire" only to die of
exhaustion. GET UP and CLAIM, I AM A SON OF GOD. I DREAM, I DESIRE, I THINK. I AM and
make something better. To what other purpose IS the imagination anyway?

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1131736
Philippines
12/29/2011 11:04 PM
I like the concept of money.
Money is a great tool for measuring how much a person make other peoples' lives easier.
Bum in his mother's basement = no money
A guy who owns a software that helps lot of people = lots of money
Money is good.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1131736

Another perfect slave.
Quoting: AWFUL
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care to explain why?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3088300
United States
12/29/2011 11:12 PM
Jesus is and was better than all human's, He taught LOVE OF LIFE not murder, all life
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 11:13 PM

The Pilgrims tried the idea of having no money and everyone working for the common good idea.
Surprisenly there wasn't plenty of everything. In fact, 1/2 the population starved to death.
When they abandoned the idea of working for the common good and divided up the land for
individuals to work and keep their own food, then there was surplus and prosperity.
I'd rather not starve to death. I'm not giving you any of my cows just because you feel that you are
deserving of them. I'm the one that put in the long hours to raise them, and I'm the one that will
profit from their sale. (Or at least pay some bills with the money from their sale.)
Quoting: samanthasunflower

what goes on when a whole world goes off money (including digital money), is nothing like what
they did. I am asking you ones to think out of the box here. BEcause every money thread I start
anywhere, is hampered by the box.
I have asked in this thread before to imagine we are already off the stuff. You would still work, go
to school, there would still be employment applications as such for major companies and
corporations. In stead of banking, there would be global organizations engaged in bringing
services. Some of you would work for them. Are you in medicine, will that would continue. Do you
stock shelves in a store, will the distribution centers for food, clothing, computers et all would still
need their shelves stocked although man will automate that more and is in fact.
Some of you will still be in say the travel industry. Some of you will still be plumbers, electrictians
and the like. Some of you that are clerks in stores will be learning something else. As you take
goods out of the distribution centers they will still have a code on them and be scanned so records
can be kept and the shelves restocked and orders going out to companies that manufacture the
goods. Those of you working manufacturing will still be manufacturing but over time, more and
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more of that will be automated.
If you drive a taxi, you might still be doing that. PEOPLE IS IT NOT THAT hard. YOu do NOT
return to bargaining with neighbors. You cannot trade your organic veggies you grow for a new
house. The builder of the house will not be trading something to get the wood and appliances for
your house.
The world will still work.
Why is this so HARD? Only you can answer to the box.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
You CANNOT trade your veggies for a construction project? You're not allowed to do one-on-one
commerce and must deal with the global organization engaged in bringing services?
Once you've fulfilled your normal work obligation to that organization, can you do some extra to
trade with the neighbors? Is that done, or is it forbidden, or is life laid-back enough that nobody
wants to do that?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

You can trade things with your neighbors. In a money free world the only things forbidden are
things which are destructive to a peaceful society. You cannot trade your veggies for a home,
because of the complexity of the arrangement. That is what I was trying to point out. The
contractor has to acquire from someplace, the materials for your home. This world is moving UP
not down. We are not going back to living in teepees and caves. Although man is very likely to
help the planet along to choose to live more under ground. You ones have to learn some
cosmology. Don't you want to fly the friendly universe? don't you want to get on the galactic
internet, for there IS a galactic internet. Don't you want to come out of routine soul killing jobs, like
sitting on assembly lines? For 40 hours a week? Don't you want something MORE? YOU are
HUMAN. To call yourselves HUMAN means you want something more. Contrary to popular belief
you don't just work your butts off and then rest for all eternity with Jesus, or whatever your version
of God and eternal life is.
When you choose eternal life, you will be schooled over the long ages, in everything. And you will
continue to contribute to your societies wherever you live. Heaven you see, has societies too.
People on those craft up there hanging over earth right now. do NOT USE MONEY. How did
those craft get built in the first place, not a single magic wand, but WORK. Masterful technology
and work. And they work to keep them sailing. They were built of MINED materials from dead
worlds, and then they had to be constructed someplace you know.
Heaven is not some place of fluff, nor is eternal life lazy. The lazy ones will in fact choose against
eternal life, because they are in fact lazy and not curious. Ponder that. GROW out of those boxes.
this is a terribly boxy planet, it is not free and you are slaves and some of you seem to prefer to
live a life of being a well cared for slave, which is NO HUMAN. You are to be the Gods in due
time. The creation is MASSIVE. We cannot see anywhere near all of it. Are you not curious about
it? DREAM. For dreaming is of the human.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3088300
United States
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And who will be earth's leader, you right on chosen by the universal being, GOD
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3088300
United States
12/29/2011 11:46 PM
WHILE THE MARKET'S FOOL YOU, their building their condo's on the beaches of Mexico,
getting ready to retire in paradise with their pension's while the dumb asses give up their land to
the murdering pension freak's, for a dead country that murder's anyone who dare say or exspose
their way's, money and sex run the show basically legal prostitution marriage, and bribery with
money and material thing's for sex any sex
Bone75
User ID: 7941287
United States
12/30/2011 12:55 AM
Holy crap get out of my brain!!! Wow I just joined this site to spread the exact same message and
one of the first threads I came upon was this one. I thought my argument on another site was
original, but I guess not. Big thumbs up to you for this one. I think a lot more research needs to be
done on where ideas come from, but we'll save that for another thread :)
As for the topic of discussion here, I absolutely, wholeheartedly agree with you. Money is useless.
WE DON'T NEED IT!!! Without it we would live in abundance! Money is the root of all evil!
Everyone knows this, but it's grip on us is so tight that most people can't even conceive of what a
world without money would be like.
I hope it's okay to provide links here, because I really need your help on another site. I started a
thread much like this one, but I'm not getting anywhere near the response you've gotten here. I've
started to lay out a plan on how we can actually transition to a moneyless society, but I'm having a
hard time getting the message across and running into heavy opposition. This is a serious solution
to ALL of our problems and it needs to be a top topic until people start to wake up and see what
we're really capable of. You may like some of my ideas, so please help, and please contribute to
the plan. None of us can do it alone.
Thanks again for this post, I am absolutely stoked!!!
Here's the link...
dammit I'm not allowed to post the link because the other website is a bunch of uptight control
freaks (hmmm...now there's an oxymoron for ya) Go figure.
Anyways, great post and keep spreading this message.
P.S. KILL THE MONEY
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7862926
Brazil
12/30/2011 03:19 AM
WHILE THE MARKET'S FOOL YOU, their building their condo's on the beaches of Mexico,
getting ready to retire in paradise with their pension's while the dumb asses give up their land to
the murdering pension freak's, for a dead country that murder's anyone who dare say or exspose
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their way's, money and sex run the show basically legal prostitution marriage, and bribery with
money and material thing's for sex any sex
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3088300

And thats the only reason I think that this world without money will never come to be.
All these "Elite" people like cheap dicks.
They have all the reasons not to have it to work.
To buy and dispose of flesh - with money - it is a very easy thing to do.
Just like Evil likes it: the ones buying and the ones selling it. Many. Too many to ever work without
it.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 01:58 PM

This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8008061
Brazil
12/31/2011 02:14 PM
This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.
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:Candace:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Nice meeting you!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3520513
United States
01/02/2012 11:24 AM
NIP, this is very much what you are talking about in the future:
[link to www.suprememastertv.com]
STARLING
User ID: 4975576
United States
01/02/2012 11:27 AM

OK slick lets here your plan, and please don't leave anything out.
Real list
User ID: 1472717
United States
01/02/2012 11:33 AM

NIP, this is very much what you are talking about in the future:
[link to www.suprememastertv.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3520513

Does this 'venus project' have anything more than a concept? Are there buildings or technology
on display we can see?
Last Edited by Real list on 01/02/2012 11:33 AM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3520513
United States
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01/02/2012 11:37 AM
NIP, this is very much what you are talking about in the future:
[link to www.suprememastertv.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3520513

Here is part2:
[link to www.suprememastertv.com]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/02/2012 12:00 PM

OK slick lets here your plan, and please don't leave anything out.
Quoting: STARLING

NOPE, YOU DO THE DREAMING, YOU ARE AFTER ALL A SON OF GOD. DREAMING IE
CREATING THE FUTURE IS THE PROVENCE OF SONS OF GOD WHICH MAKES YOU
DIFFERENT THAN AN ANIMAL WHO DOES NOT PERCEIVE THE FUTURE.
Real list
User ID: 1472717
United States
01/02/2012 12:01 PM

NIP, this is very much what you are talking about in the future:
[link to www.suprememastertv.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3520513

Here is part2:
[link to www.suprememastertv.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3520513
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Same question plus another. Is there any displays, any buildings, any gardens we can see, or is
this still just a concept.
Jacque claims there is enough energy in volcanos to power the world's needs. But officials in
Iceland do not agree
snip:
hy is there a limit to geothermal energy? According to Mr. Finnsson, if Iceland’s resources are
tapped too quickly, the underground hot water necessary to produce the power (and heat
buildings in Iceland) could run out in 70 years or so. Geothermal energy, he said, is “not
renewable if you use it to an extreme.” [link to green.blogs.nytimes.com]
Jacque is free to say anything he likes. I am free to not believe his claims.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/02/2012 02:34 PM

NIP, this is very much what you are talking about in the future:
[link to www.suprememastertv.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3520513

Here is part2:
[link to www.suprememastertv.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3520513

Same question plus another. Is there any displays, any buildings, any gardens we can see, or is
this still just a concept.
Jacque claims there is enough energy in volcanos to power the world's needs. But officials in
Iceland do not agree
snip:
hy is there a limit to geothermal energy? According to Mr. Finnsson, if Iceland’s resources are
tapped too quickly, the underground hot water necessary to produce the power (and heat
buildings in Iceland) could run out in 70 years or so. Geothermal energy, he said, is “not
renewable if you use it to an extreme.” [link to green.blogs.nytimes.com]
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Jacque is free to say anything he likes. I am free to not believe his claims.
Quoting: Real list

there was enough energy in niagara falls at the time of tesla to power the world with only a back
up elsewhere should equipment mal functions arise.
During a period of earth changes tho, it would take folks being pretty aware of volcanoes to use
that energy without too much risk of change, but yes a lot of worlds use that for some or all of their
energy. That was not the intention on this world though, because of the planned ascension into
monopolarity. We require a different type of "electricity" that is not from the electron harvest. It
must use photons.
I have not had time to look at the movie above.
Real list
User ID: 1472717
United States
01/02/2012 02:50 PM

NIP, this is very much what you are talking about in the future:
[link to www.suprememastertv.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3520513

Here is part2:
[link to www.suprememastertv.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3520513

Same question plus another. Is there any displays, any buildings, any gardens we can see, or is
this still just a concept.
Jacque claims there is enough energy in volcanos to power the world's needs. But officials in
Iceland do not agree
snip:
hy is there a limit to geothermal energy? According to Mr. Finnsson, if Iceland’s resources are
tapped too quickly, the underground hot water necessary to produce the power (and heat
buildings in Iceland) could run out in 70 years or so. Geothermal energy, he said, is “not
renewable if you use it to an extreme.” [link to green.blogs.nytimes.com]
Jacque is free to say anything he likes. I am free to not believe his claims.
Quoting: Real list
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there was enough energy in niagara falls at the time of tesla to power the world with only a
back up elsewhere should equipment mal functions arise.
During a period of earth changes tho, it would take folks being pretty aware of volcanoes to use
that energy without too much risk of change, but yes a lot of worlds use that for some or all of their
energy. That was not the intention on this world though, because of the planned ascension into
monopolarity. We require a different type of "electricity" that is not from the electron harvest. It
must use photons.
I have not had time to look at the movie above.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have a very good understanding of the English language, but I don't recognize the language you
are using.
I live about 500 miles from Niagra. I know electricity transmission can be much father than that.
snip:
The capacity of an 800 kV ac line is around 2000 14W and an anticipated figure for future 1200 kV
lines is 5000 MW. A realistic maximum distance for an ac transmission is around 1200 km.

The most powerful HVDC transmission used today has a capacity of around 3000 kW, but an
increase by a factor of 2 at least is within the existing technology. There are no practical limitations
of line length for an HVDC overhead line
[link to www.geni.org]
snip:
The amount of electricity the power plants at Niagara Falls have the capacity to output is close to
4.9 million kilowatts. That's enough to power 3.8 millions homes.
[link to www.nyfalls.com]
That is not theoritical capacity with more turbines, that is the amount of energy that can be
generated with the water flow available.
There were more than 3.8 million homes in the world. During Tesla's time there was between 1
and 2 billion souls on earth.
Of course you could allot each house the energy of a flashlight battery and your statement will be
true.
As with Jacques, you have the right to say anything you want. I have the right to dismiss it as
rubbish.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/02/2012 09:12 PM
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...

Here is part2:
[link to www.suprememastertv.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3520513

Same question plus another. Is there any displays, any buildings, any gardens we can see, or is
this still just a concept.
Jacque claims there is enough energy in volcanos to power the world's needs. But officials in
Iceland do not agree
snip:
hy is there a limit to geothermal energy? According to Mr. Finnsson, if Iceland’s resources are
tapped too quickly, the underground hot water necessary to produce the power (and heat
buildings in Iceland) could run out in 70 years or so. Geothermal energy, he said, is “not
renewable if you use it to an extreme.” [link to green.blogs.nytimes.com]
Jacque is free to say anything he likes. I am free to not believe his claims.
Quoting: Real list

there was enough energy in niagara falls at the time of tesla to power the world with only a
back up elsewhere should equipment mal functions arise.
During a period of earth changes tho, it would take folks being pretty aware of volcanoes to use
that energy without too much risk of change, but yes a lot of worlds use that for some or all of their
energy. That was not the intention on this world though, because of the planned ascension into
monopolarity. We require a different type of "electricity" that is not from the electron harvest. It
must use photons.
I have not had time to look at the movie above.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have a very good understanding of the English language, but I don't recognize the language you
are using.
I live about 500 miles from Niagra. I know electricity transmission can be much father than that.
snip:
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The capacity of an 800 kV ac line is around 2000 14W and an anticipated figure for future 1200 kV
lines is 5000 MW. A realistic maximum distance for an ac transmission is around 1200 km.

The most powerful HVDC transmission used today has a capacity of around 3000 kW, but an
increase by a factor of 2 at least is within the existing technology. There are no practical limitations
of line length for an HVDC overhead line
[link to www.geni.org]
snip:
The amount of electricity the power plants at Niagara Falls have the capacity to output is close to
4.9 million kilowatts. That's enough to power 3.8 millions homes.
[link to www.nyfalls.com]
That is not theoritical capacity with more turbines, that is the amount of energy that can be
generated with the water flow available.
There were more than 3.8 million homes in the world. During Tesla's time there was between 1
and 2 billion souls on earth.
Of course you could allot each house the energy of a flashlight battery and your statement will be
true.
As with Jacques, you have the right to say anything you want. I have the right to dismiss it
as rubbish.
Quoting: Real list

Teslas method would run the electicity thru the medium, NOT wires. There is little waste. Wires
waste a shitload in transmission which is one reason for transformers. Tesla envisioned a receiver
on the top of each house etc. Obviously the world has grown hugely in population since then and
Niargara would not be enough. I have population estimates somewhere, I don't remember though
the number of people back in those times of his experiments and interest in niagara. Niagara was
NOT developed according to what he wanted, earth thugs got in the way of that one, as to using
wiring. I don't know if the turbines used met with his specs either.
As to population, it hit about 3.5 billion though around the time I was finishing high school in 1965,
and has at least doubled since. I know the world went over 1 billion before his time, but all that is
estimates anyway.
I bolded a comment of yours above. I don't know who Jacques is and I didn't examine your linky's
yet, so if that is directed to ME anyway, I have not judged it in anyway. Tesla and I were
considering doing some heavier work and teaching, but I could not find the time to update myself
on the needed terminology, with some understanding of it, not my field this time around.
Real list
User ID: 920004
United States
01/03/2012 09:31 AM
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...

Same question plus another. Is there any displays, any buildings, any gardens we can see, or is
this still just a concept.
Jacque claims there is enough energy in volcanos to power the world's needs. But officials in
Iceland do not agree
snip:
hy is there a limit to geothermal energy? According to Mr. Finnsson, if Iceland’s resources are
tapped too quickly, the underground hot water necessary to produce the power (and heat
buildings in Iceland) could run out in 70 years or so. Geothermal energy, he said, is “not
renewable if you use it to an extreme.” [link to green.blogs.nytimes.com]
Jacque is free to say anything he likes. I am free to not believe his claims.
Quoting: Real list

there was enough energy in niagara falls at the time of tesla to power the world with only a
back up elsewhere should equipment mal functions arise.
During a period of earth changes tho, it would take folks being pretty aware of volcanoes to use
that energy without too much risk of change, but yes a lot of worlds use that for some or all of their
energy. That was not the intention on this world though, because of the planned ascension into
monopolarity. We require a different type of "electricity" that is not from the electron harvest. It
must use photons.
I have not had time to look at the movie above.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have a very good understanding of the English language, but I don't recognize the language you
are using.
I live about 500 miles from Niagra. I know electricity transmission can be much father than that.
snip:
The capacity of an 800 kV ac line is around 2000 14W and an anticipated figure for future 1200 kV
lines is 5000 MW. A realistic maximum distance for an ac transmission is around 1200 km.

The most powerful HVDC transmission used today has a capacity of around 3000 kW, but an
increase by a factor of 2 at least is within the existing technology. There are no practical limitations
of line length for an HVDC overhead line
[link to www.geni.org]
snip:
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The amount of electricity the power plants at Niagara Falls have the capacity to output is close to
4.9 million kilowatts. That's enough to power 3.8 millions homes.
[link to www.nyfalls.com]
That is not theoritical capacity with more turbines, that is the amount of energy that can be
generated with the water flow available.
There were more than 3.8 million homes in the world. During Tesla's time there was between 1
and 2 billion souls on earth.
Of course you could allot each house the energy of a flashlight battery and your statement will be
true.
As with Jacques, you have the right to say anything you want. I have the right to dismiss it
as rubbish.
Quoting: Real list

Teslas method would run the electicity thru the medium, NOT wires. There is little waste. Wires
waste a shitload in transmission which is one reason for transformers. Tesla envisioned a receiver
on the top of each house etc. Obviously the world has grown hugely in population since then and
Niargara would not be enough. I have population estimates somewhere, I don't remember though
the number of people back in those times of his experiments and interest in niagara. Niagara was
NOT developed according to what he wanted, earth thugs got in the way of that one, as to using
wiring. I don't know if the turbines used met with his specs either.
As to population, it hit about 3.5 billion though around the time I was finishing high school in 1965,
and has at least doubled since. I know the world went over 1 billion before his time, but all that is
estimates anyway.
I bolded a comment of yours above. I don't know who Jacques is and I didn't examine your linky's
yet, so if that is directed to ME anyway, I have not judged it in anyway. Tesla and I were
considering doing some heavier work and teaching, but I could not find the time to update myself
on the needed terminology, with some understanding of it, not my field this time around.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You replied to MY post about the video someone else posted. You need to get to speed on that
before you reply to me again.
Jacques somebody is the guy the 'envisions' the venus project. My post disagreed with some of
his claims.
How all that relates to this thread is that someone posted the link to the venus project video in
support of your fantasies.
Just as Jaques dream will not come true because it is based on false premises, your dream is
also based on false premises. You may deny reality, that is your choice, but reality exists whether
you accept it or not.
anon. coward
User ID: 2151039
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United States
01/03/2012 01:51 PM
Still a good idea to actively say NO to banks, corporations, etc...Waste of energy to help people
stop foreclosures, bankruptcies!? I am finding that I am passionate about this....but also want to
be careful where I put my energy at this crucial time!
Real list
User ID: 920004
United States
01/03/2012 02:30 PM

Still a good idea to actively say NO to banks, corporations, etc...Waste of energy to help people
stop foreclosures, bankruptcies!? I am finding that I am passionate about this....but also want to
be careful where I put my energy at this crucial time!
Quoting: anon. coward 2151039

Maybe we should look at bankruptcies and foreclosures differently. Bankruptcy is a legal method
to renege on a promise, to refuse to honor contracts. Foreclosures are the result of failure to
honor a promise/contract.
Now, how would you like this scenario?
You like to paint (houses, barns etc) and you hate to do yardwork (mowing etc). In talking with a
neighbor you find he likes to mow and his house happens to need paint. The two of you strike the
logical deal, you will paint his house if he does your mowing for a period of time.
He buys the paint and you do your thing, it takes you 3 full days in the hot sun. A week or so
passes and your grass is growing tall, but the neighbor refuses to keep his promise. He has
broken his promise/contract. Just lika people filing bankruptcy.
Now, say you traded him something in exchange for him mowing your grass. He takes the item
then does not keep his promise. Do you think you should have the item returned to you? That is
foreclosure.
Neither scenario has anything to do with money, they have to do with honor and fairness.
Last Edited by Real list on 01/03/2012 02:31 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2151039
United States
01/04/2012 01:16 PM
I get your idea...however.....contracts were not presented by the banks with honor and fairness!
Were you told, when buying a house, that you were creating money with the note that you
signed??? The bank was paid in full by the money you created by signing the note! Because you
never reigstered your note, you agreed to enter an investment agreement and an undisclosed, 3rd
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party!
Honor and fairness should have been on BOTH sides!
Time to get rid of the money!
Oceano
User ID: 2151039
United States
01/04/2012 01:24 PM
PLUS...you never know a person's reasons for declaring bankruptcy or going through foreclosure!
Do not judge.
My neighbor's husband was sick....they got behind.... now he is dead! Her life is shattered! She is
trying to work PT, take care of 2 kids.... they will only be getting a little life insurance because they
could not afford that!
This has nothing to do with honor.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1549621
United States
01/04/2012 01:26 PM
I envision it everyday, we can mold this reality into anything we want. Our society rewards greed,
self-preservation, and deception.... we must get out of this great misdirect.
Oceano
User ID: 2151039
United States
01/04/2012 01:29 PM
YES!
Real list
User ID: 6780992
United States
01/04/2012 02:04 PM

I get your idea...however.....contracts were not presented by the banks with honor and fairness!
Were you told, when buying a house, that you were creating money with the note that you
signed??? The bank was paid in full by the money you created by signing the note! Because you
never reigstered your note, you agreed to enter an investment agreement and an
undisclosed, 3rd party!
Honor and fairness should have been on BOTH sides!
Time to get rid of the money!
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2151039

Wait a second. The seller got the real money, money that he could spend in any way he wished.
I have no idea about the rest of what you said about an unregistered 3d party. What or who is
that?
If you make a purchase with a credit card you are creating money. The vendor (store) gets the
money, used it to make payroll and purchase inventory and other overhead. Yiu get the items you
purchase, then you repay the bank with the same the same type of money that the vendor got.
If you work for most employers you will be paid in the same 'created' money. The company writes
you an IOU (check) that you take to a bank and turn into money, or the company 'drect deposits'
'created money'.
So no, you are not paying back something 'real' for something imaginary the you received. You
got the house ot car or tv. Now pay for it.
wildhoney
User ID: 8264193
Spain
01/04/2012 02:07 PM

Think pretty.
Have a sense of humor.
Golly..lets change things.
Oceano
User ID: 2151039
United States
01/04/2012 02:07 PM
I have a copy of my note. (not the copy given to me at closing.) Days after I signed it....they
stamped it. "DEPOSIT into XXX acount at bank of whatever."
Do some studying and you will learn.
Real list
User ID: 6780992
United States
01/04/2012 02:08 PM
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PLUS...you never know a person's reasons for declaring bankruptcy or going through foreclosure!
Do not judge.
My neighbor's husband was sick....they got behind.... now he is dead! Her life is shattered! She is
trying to work PT, take care of 2 kids.... they will only be getting a little life insurance because they
could not afford that!
This has nothing to do with honor.
Quoting: Oceano 2151039

The reason does not matter so much if YOU are the one not being repaid. Sure, you can
sympathize, you can forgive, but none of that puts bread on your table.
Say you were that bad off, you are down to the last of your food. In this system you need food or
MONEY to buy it. You do some work for someone for an agreed wage. He does not pay you.
Does the reason he does not pay put food in your cupboard?
Your neighbor's situation is not the bank's fault or problem. If you care about her problem you
should help her pay her bills.
wildhoney
User ID: 8264193
Spain
01/04/2012 02:11 PM

Betya Jesus ..Immanuel danced and sang and was great fun
the pharisees said why dont you and your folloowers fast like John The Baptists and his? why do
you eat and drink? (and make merry?)
Golly..seriously..so many think to believe one has to be miserable all the time..
yes..no money would be nice..Best things are for free
Wish there were more fun loving people out there...that just enjoyed the gifts of God..in
nature..with a smile..and a laugh..and a dance and a sing..
uffa!
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Real list
User ID: 6780992
United States
01/04/2012 02:17 PM

I have a copy of my note. (not the copy given to me at closing.) Days after I signed it....they
stamped it. "DEPOSIT into XXX acount at bank of whatever."
Do some studying and you will learn.
Quoting: Oceano 2151039

That was probably the seller's bank account. Or an existing debt (mortgage or lien) that must be
paid before ownership can be transferred.
If money did not exist and we still respected property rights, you would be buying a house with
5000 bushels of corn.
If I give you a check I am giving my promise that the piece of paper can be redeemed for
something of real value. If that promise is not kept you should expect me to make it right, to see to
it that you do receive something of real value. A check is a promise.
Money issued by a government has that government's promise that it can be redeemed for
something of value.
Greed for money is a sickness. Greed for the things money can buy is normal. Take away all
money and most people will still want 'stuff'. The greed for stuff is part of human nature. You must
find a way to change human nature before greed will go away, it will not go away just because
money goes away
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/04/2012 09:05 PM

I have a copy of my note. (not the copy given to me at closing.) Days after I signed it....they
stamped it. "DEPOSIT into XXX acount at bank of whatever."
Do some studying and you will learn.
Quoting: Oceano 2151039
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That was probably the seller's bank account. Or an existing debt (mortgage or lien) that must be
paid before ownership can be transferred.
If money did not exist and we still respected property rights, you would be buying a house
with 5000 bushels of corn.
If I give you a check I am giving my promise that the piece of paper can be redeemed for
something of real value. If that promise is not kept you should expect me to make it right, to see to
it that you do receive something of real value. A check is a promise.
Money issued by a government has that government's promise that it can be redeemed for
something of value.
Greed for money is a sickness. Greed for the things money can buy is normal. Take away all
money and most people will still want 'stuff'. The greed for stuff is part of human nature. You must
find a way to change human nature before greed will go away, it will not go away just because
money goes away
Quoting: Real list

NO NO NO. regards the bolded part above. On a money free world, including all those worlds of
"heaven" everyone just pitches in. Your 5000 bushels of corn could not purchase a house built
with supplies and labor from all over the world. This is NOT that hard! DROP the BOX on your
heads, that provides "limitation" for in the case of God KNOWING people, there is so little
limitation and together Every THING is made possible.
You would simply be GIVEN a home suitable to your needs, family size and where you live. If you
need to move because of your work, or any other reason, there would be "agents" in the place you
are moving too, to help select from available housing, and your prior home would be listed, as
becoming available for use by another. Doesn't matter if its a house, apartment, or whatever.
Even when you are a spirit being, you have a "house" or personal abode where you are domiciled.
All the way to paradise.
Pa resident1
User ID: 5721648
United States
01/04/2012 09:10 PM

I have a copy of my note. (not the copy given to me at closing.) Days after I signed it....they
stamped it. "DEPOSIT into XXX acount at bank of whatever."
Do some studying and you will learn.
Quoting: Oceano 2151039
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That was probably the seller's bank account. Or an existing debt (mortgage or lien) that must be
paid before ownership can be transferred.
If money did not exist and we still respected property rights, you would be buying a house
with 5000 bushels of corn.
If I give you a check I am giving my promise that the piece of paper can be redeemed for
something of real value. If that promise is not kept you should expect me to make it right, to see to
it that you do receive something of real value. A check is a promise.
Money issued by a government has that government's promise that it can be redeemed for
something of value.
Greed for money is a sickness. Greed for the things money can buy is normal. Take away all
money and most people will still want 'stuff'. The greed for stuff is part of human nature. You must
find a way to change human nature before greed will go away, it will not go away just because
money goes away
Quoting: Real list

NO NO NO. regards the bolded part above. On a money free world, including all those worlds of
"heaven" everyone just pitches in. Your 5000 bushels of corn could not purchase a house built
with supplies and labor from all over the world. This is NOT that hard! DROP the BOX on your
heads, that provides "limitation" for in the case of God KNOWING people, there is so little
limitation and together Every THING is made possible.
You would simply be GIVEN a home suitable to your needs, family size and where you live. If you
need to move because of your work, or any other reason, there would be "agents" in the place you
are moving too, to help select from available housing, and your prior home would be listed, as
becoming available for use by another. Doesn't matter if its a house, apartment, or whatever.
Even when you are a spirit being, you have a "house" or personal abode where you are domiciled.
All the way to paradise.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Bring it on, a money free world ASAP!!!
Tired of being a slave to MONEY.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/04/2012 09:23 PM
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I just "lost" a lot of time for 2 days all over money. For reasons I won't cover, but related to money,
I have to go to the bank when my money is there personally and get it for my expenses. Well, I
forgot the banks were not open Monday, so I wasted some walking with the buses, which were
also running saturday hours causing some "waiting." So the bank trip was wasted, had to go back
the next day. If we did not have "money", there would be NO banking, no loans to repay, no check
books to keep track off, no budgeting time, no necessary bank drafts of any sort. No worry about
bouncing checks and all that stuff. No purchasing of checks, no swiping bank cards and debit
cards. No paying the rent or house payment. No car payment. In a money free world, if its using
cars still, they are simply ISSUED. Of course some folks work on building them, but much of that
will be automated more than now. I take the bus for a variety of reasons. THE COST of keeping
the car. Much cheaper for me. No TIME spent getting license plates, no time or obligation to pay
insurance, no fees yearly to AAA. No repairs, and when we are money free, whatever our
transportation is, it will WORK and for a very LONG time. As well all our various machines.
Now I went to the doctors office to pick up my prescriptions. My morphine cannot be called in. It
can be mailed though, maybe I should see if they will do that. If it did not have medicare, the
morphine would have cost an arm and a leg. In a money free world, medicines cost nothing. And
our medicine would improve a lot, NO BIG PHARMA CRAP. Doctor would not need a system to
collect money and pay their bills. No insurance issues. Ponder that when they are ripping you off
for your deductible. No people like me needing Medicare and medicaid to pay the medical bills,
Ponder that. Doctors could actually spend time healing and could have all the help they need to
service their clients. Lots more in house or close by modalities could be created far beyond what
we have today. Money LIMITS. ALWAYS even on the best of worlds still using the stuff.
In fact one day, you will have computers that will read your aura, and sample you blood and skin
cells, decreasing TIME you must spend getting medical care in the first place, and since PROFITS
are not a motive, I should not even have to go there.........
MONEY STEALS YOUR TIME people, both your work to get the stuff and your work to spend the
stuff. No waiting in line in the store to check out. There will be no check out. Walk in, get what you
need, leave. Imagine that.
DO IMAGINE. I have to review this thread, to see if any of you posted about what YOU DID NOT
HAVE BECAUSE THERE WAS NOT ENOUGH "MONEY".
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/04/2012 09:39 PM
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lets see, on money stealing your "time", how much of your paycheck goes to the obvious taxes
and the more hidden ones? During this christmas, how much of your time and money went to the
culturally encouraged gifting syndrome which enriches the corporations?
On a money free world, enough is manufactured and all benefit. You won't be saving your money
for your kids education. You wouldn't be standing in long lines to buy gifts. What gifts? Everyone
will have digital toys, according to societies needs for them. So what do you "gift" IF you wish?
Time in service, tutoring maybe, gifting home made crafts, and so on and so forth. How much time
and money did this Christmas or "holiday season" extract from your pocket book and your time?
I left my debit card in the machine. I can't use it thus until a new one arrives to pay the bills I pay
online or over the phone out of my checking account using the debit card. Lets see, the bills I
would NOT have on a money free world. My internet, my utilities, my satellite TV, my cell phone,
my land line phone. My list is short because I gave up the bills around driving a car, boy was that
a list. I still have to pay for the taxi and bus, but its a LOT cheaper than a car.
NO frustration with the companies providing the internet, et all, well I cant guarantee that would go
away completely, there will still be folks to service stuff during outages, but certainly more money
issues for incorrect billing, misunderstood contracts, no more gift cards to apply for as part of an
inducement to get the service. I still haven't applied for the one for my new dsl.
Lets see, no application for LEAP to help with the utilities, no qwest card. No insurance cards for
medical/ car etc. Life gets more simple and there is more time to live it.
Want to go to school, these planets have life long education. On some planets where people live
almost forever, because of technologies and spiritual growth, they educate their kids in everything,
for many many years, sometimes a hundred years or more. Money is not an issue. These worlds
crave KNOWLEDGE. It becomes limited only by the ability of the individual to grasp it.
I wouldn't be strapped with my Son' student loan he did not pay. NO STUDENT LOANS. Look at
all the way money controls your life.
As I remind you, you still work. Just pretend we are already off the stuff, you still work, but with all
those unnecessary jobs, there are more people to work the necessary jobs and so less time is
required to accomplish the work. I tell you, if we could magically go off money tomorrow, you ones
would "work" easily not more than half of what you do now. Where will that leave you in the game
of life? With time to enjoy it. There is no poverty on these worlds. People that are not so
intelligent, do the work not requiring it. But where there are long lives, they ones will grow more
mind and knowing.
If we could live HEALTHY on this world until age 150 even, the spiritual growth would be
astounding. And remember a bunch of your work time and money goes to DESTRUCTION of this
world.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3331757
United States
01/04/2012 09:41 PM
lets see, on money stealing your "time", how much of your paycheck goes to the obvious taxes
and the more hidden ones? During this christmas, how much of your time and money went to the
culturally encouraged gifting syndrome which enriches the corporations?
On a money free world, enough is manufactured and all benefit. You won't be saving your money
for your kids education. You wouldn't be standing in long lines to buy gifts. What gifts? Everyone
will have digital toys, according to societies needs for them. So what do you "gift" IF you wish?
Time in service, tutoring maybe, gifting home made crafts, and so on and so forth. How much time
and money did this Christmas or "holiday season" extract from your pocket book and your time?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

could you describe how a wealthy person looks like in a money free world?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8193280
United States
01/04/2012 09:54 PM
Uh... rich people would look like everyone else... Hmmm, just like they do now! So why are they
rich?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/04/2012 09:58 PM

lets see, on money stealing your "time", how much of your paycheck goes to the obvious taxes
and the more hidden ones? During this christmas, how much of your time and money went to the
culturally encouraged gifting syndrome which enriches the corporations?
On a money free world, enough is manufactured and all benefit. You won't be saving your money
for your kids education. You wouldn't be standing in long lines to buy gifts. What gifts? Everyone
will have digital toys, according to societies needs for them. So what do you "gift" IF you wish?
Time in service, tutoring maybe, gifting home made crafts, and so on and so forth. How much time
and money did this Christmas or "holiday season" extract from your pocket book and your time?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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could you describe how a wealthy person looks like in a money free world?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3331757
on a money free world, everyone is wealthy, has enough. These are spiritually mature people,
who are NOT impressed by "wealth." These worlds may chose to "reward" the more productive
folks, the leaders and the like with "more". We might still have a "white house" for example. But
then a "white house" would be needed for the affairs of the actually elected president. Housing is
according to need.
because any planet is "finite" in what it can support, population is kept in the necessary comfort
zone. People will not destroy their world over stuff. What is killing this world is PROFIT MOTIVE.
A couple months ago we had a person from the management company come to speak to the
residents of this mobile home park. Of course the RENT concern came up and we were told they
do the best they can, and still give the "investors" a "fair return. And we are not talking investors in
the property here, we are talking about investors in the MANAGE COMPANY which manages 92
mobile home parks. There should be NO investors in a management company. What the hell......
You see, if you truly invest in something, it should be not just your money but your efforts
personally. It used to be that people (investors) who capitalized a company, provided expertise to
make sure it worked.
Before the times of big money, say somebody in a community saw a manufacturing need for a
product people would love. So people invest in that project, both their money and their time TIME.
They are emotionally invested in the success of that company. The "investors" in this
management company are NOT. We can be ripped off of all the money thru rent, to people who
don't give a fuck, except their return, on how this place functions as a community.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/04/2012 10:12 PM

DREAM PEOPLE OF A UTOPIA for such IS possible. Others have done it. It is the true nature of
HUMAN to perfect themselves, not only spiritually, but of their living situations.
WHAT WOULD YOU DO, IF YOU HAD the FREEDOM TO DO SO? How many of you are stuck
in dead end jobs to get "money" because you cannot EAT otherwise?
I have run into many couples who "have enough" financially, to buy the stuff they need, or want,
(consider want), but are miserable in their careers. I have a relative who works for a company
installing autocad. He does the teaching of using it, all over the country. Its a great job in a way,
but he is at his pinacle in that company and wants something MORE. Yet he is stuck with it for
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now. There is little time to "retrain" plus the costs involved for what he does want to do now. The
frustration is showing in the marriage in part and the other partner to make sure they have enough
stuff is working a lot of overtime when available, and thus away form home. They have to work
opposing hours so somebody is home with the kids. We can do better than this. WE CAN. All it
takes is desire to be free and then go about it. Money always causes limitations. Now many of
these worlds have space craft. There may thus be resource TRADING between planets, and
mining of planets also for needs back home.
This world cannot be freed to become a cosmic world under the conditions NOW. Don't you ones
WANT to BE PART OF THE WIDER COSMOS? Immaturity and MONEY is preventing that.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/04/2012 10:28 PM

I will say on many money free worlds, there does develop a simple bartering system for specialties
like arts and crafts.
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 09:00 AM

I just "lost" a lot of time for 2 days all over money. For reasons I won't cover, but related to money,
I have to go to the bank when my money is there personally and get it for my expenses. Well, I
forgot the banks were not open Monday, so I wasted some walking with the buses, which were
also running saturday hours causing some "waiting." So the bank trip was wasted, had to go back
the next day. If we did not have "money", there would be NO banking, no loans to repay, no check
books to keep track off, no budgeting time, no necessary bank drafts of any sort. No worry about
bouncing checks and all that stuff. No purchasing of checks, no swiping bank cards and debit
cards. No paying the rent or house payment. No car payment. In a money free world, if its using
cars still, they are simply ISSUED. Of course some folks work on building them, but much of that
will be automated more than now. I take the bus for a variety of reasons. THE COST of keeping
the car. Much cheaper for me. No TIME spent getting license plates, no time or obligation to pay
insurance, no fees yearly to AAA. No repairs, and when we are money free, whatever our
transportation is, it will WORK and for a very LONG time. As well all our various machines.
Now I went to the doctors office to pick up my prescriptions. My morphine cannot be called in. It
can be mailed though, maybe I should see if they will do that. If it did not have medicare, the
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morphine would have cost an arm and a leg. In a money free world, medicines cost nothing. And
our medicine would improve a lot, NO BIG PHARMA CRAP. Doctor would not need a system to
collect money and pay their bills. No insurance issues. Ponder that when they are ripping you off
for your deductible. No people like me needing Medicare and medicaid to pay the medical bills,
Ponder that. Doctors could actually spend time healing and could have all the help they need to
service their clients. Lots more in house or close by modalities could be created far beyond what
we have today. Money LIMITS. ALWAYS even on the best of worlds still using the stuff.
In fact one day, you will have computers that will read your aura, and sample you blood and
skin cells, decreasing TIME you must spend getting medical care in the first place, and
since PROFITS are not a motive, I should not even have to go there.........
MONEY STEALS YOUR TIME people, both your work to get the stuff and your work to spend the
stuff. No waiting in line in the store to check out. There will be no check out. Walk in, get what you
need, leave. Imagine that.
DO IMAGINE. I have to review this thread, to see if any of you posted about what YOU DID NOT
HAVE BECAUSE THERE WAS NOT ENOUGH "MONEY".
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You touched on a bunch of topics.
Money is a means to facilitate the trading of work for the items we need/want. If someone does
not have 'enough' it is not a lack of money but a lack of his labor to earn what he needs. I am
making no assumptions, the labor may be lacking because of circumstances beyond his control.
The point is, labor earns moey which is traded for other items WE CHOOSE.
You forgot the banks were not open and that is because we use money? Are you saying in a
world without money you wpuld NEVER forget ANYTHING and NEVER waste time because you
forgot something? Get real.

quote you:
when we are money free, whatever our transportation is, it will WORK and for a very LONG time.
end:
A money free world will automatically usher in new modes of transportation? That is sure what it
seems you said.
Machines to read your aura? Wow. You read a lot of science fiction as a kid, no?
The technology you envision may or may not come about. The reality is this, they will come about
FASTER in a world motivated by healthy greed, a PROFIT motive. That may or may not mean a
system using a currency.
You say again and again, people will JUST do the work necessary for society to function. Tell me,
why don't people do that now? Many people are unemployed, retired or work part time. Why don't
rhey volunteer? Most already have a base of support (they receive some money). Why don't they
at least sweep the streets or help people to their cars with groceries/packages? Most people have
'spare' hours they while away in front of a TV. Why do they NOT use those hours to make life
better for all of us? They are free to use their income to help the needy rather than spend it on
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cable service.
I think you want to use your 'no money' system to FORCE people into your vision instead of
working towards teaching peole to be less selfish no matter the system they live in. You want the
cart in front of the horse.
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 09:03 AM

I will say on many money free worlds, there does develop a simple bartering system for specialties
like arts and crafts.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

you know this? you can prove this? or did you dream it?
You might convince people of economic benefits, or technological benefits, or spiritual benefits of
moneyless world. But you won't convince them by saying it exists on 'other worlds'
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 09:10 AM

DREAM PEOPLE OF A UTOPIA for such IS possible. Others have done it. It is the true nature of
HUMAN to perfect themselves, not only spiritually, but of their living situations.
WHAT WOULD YOU DO, IF YOU HAD the FREEDOM TO DO SO? How many of you are stuck
in dead end jobs to get "money" because you cannot EAT otherwise?
I have run into many couples who "have enough" financially, to buy the stuff they need, or want,
(consider want), but are miserable in their careers. I have a relative who works for a company
installing autocad. He does the teaching of using it, all over the country. Its a great job in a way,
but he is at his pinacle in that company and wants something MORE. Yet he is stuck with it for
now. There is little time to "retrain" plus the costs involved for what he does want to do now. The
frustration is showing in the marriage in part and the other partner to make sure they have enough
stuff is working a lot of overtime when available, and thus away form home. They have to work
opposing hours so somebody is home with the kids. We can do better than this. WE CAN. All it
takes is desire to be free and then go about it. Money always causes limitations. Now many of
these worlds have space craft. There may thus be resource TRADING between planets, and
mining of planets also for needs back home.
This world cannot be freed to become a cosmic world under the conditions NOW. Don't you ones
WANT to BE PART OF THE WIDER COSMOS? Immaturity and MONEY is preventing that.
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular

How many of you are not stuck in any job right now and of that group, how many do ANYTHING
to improve the world?
Check on a sick or elderly neighbor? Do their yardwork/housework? Laundry? Adopt a stretch of
road to keep debris free?
Here is a site [link to www.volunteermatch.org] that matches your abilities/skills to volunteer work.
When everybody, or at least a majority of people are doing whatever they can to make the world
better I might believe a moneyless system can work. When people change we can change the
system, not the other way round.
The only way a 'volunteer' workforce works is under some form of dictatorial government.
I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
01/05/2012 09:15 AM
I just "lost" a lot of time for 2 days all over money. For reasons I won't cover, but related to money,
I have to go to the bank when my money is there personally and get it for my expenses. Well, I
forgot the banks were not open Monday, so I wasted some walking with the buses, which were
also running saturday hours causing some "waiting." So the bank trip was wasted, had to go back
the next day. If we did not have "money", there would be NO banking, no loans to repay, no check
books to keep track off, no budgeting time, no necessary bank drafts of any sort. No worry about
bouncing checks and all that stuff. No purchasing of checks, no swiping bank cards and debit
cards. No paying the rent or house payment. No car payment. In a money free world, if its using
cars still, they are simply ISSUED. Of course some folks work on building them, but much of that
will be automated more than now. I take the bus for a variety of reasons. THE COST of keeping
the car. Much cheaper for me. No TIME spent getting license plates, no time or obligation to pay
insurance, no fees yearly to AAA. No repairs, and when we are money free, whatever our
transportation is, it will WORK and for a very LONG time. As well all our various machines.
Now I went to the doctors office to pick up my prescriptions. My morphine cannot be called in. It
can be mailed though, maybe I should see if they will do that. If it did not have medicare, the
morphine would have cost an arm and a leg. In a money free world, medicines cost nothing. And
our medicine would improve a lot, NO BIG PHARMA CRAP. Doctor would not need a system to
collect money and pay their bills. No insurance issues. Ponder that when they are ripping you off
for your deductible. No people like me needing Medicare and medicaid to pay the medical bills,
Ponder that. Doctors could actually spend time healing and could have all the help they need to
service their clients. Lots more in house or close by modalities could be created far beyond what
we have today. Money LIMITS. ALWAYS even on the best of worlds still using the stuff.
In fact one day, you will have computers that will read your aura, and sample you blood and
skin cells, decreasing TIME you must spend getting medical care in the first place, and
since PROFITS are not a motive, I should not even have to go there.........
MONEY STEALS YOUR TIME people, both your work to get the stuff and your work to spend the
stuff. No waiting in line in the store to check out. There will be no check out. Walk in, get what you
need, leave. Imagine that.
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DO IMAGINE. I have to review this thread, to see if any of you posted about what YOU DID NOT
HAVE BECAUSE THERE WAS NOT ENOUGH "MONEY".
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You touched on a bunch of topics.
Money is a means to facilitate the trading of work for the items we need/want. If someone does
not have 'enough' it is not a lack of money but a lack of his labor to earn what he needs. I am
making no assumptions, the labor may be lacking because of circumstances beyond his control.
The point is, labor earns moey which is traded for other items WE CHOOSE.
You forgot the banks were not open and that is because we use money? Are you saying in a
world without money you wpuld NEVER forget ANYTHING and NEVER waste time because you
forgot something? Get real.

quote you:
when we are money free, whatever our transportation is, it will WORK and for a very LONG time.
end:
A money free world will automatically usher in new modes of transportation? That is sure what it
seems you said.
Machines to read your aura? Wow. You read a lot of science fiction as a kid, no?
The technology you envision may or may not come about. The reality is this, they will come about
FASTER in a world motivated by healthy greed, a PROFIT motive. That may or may not mean a
system using a currency.
You say again and again, people will JUST do the work necessary for society to function. Tell me,
why don't people do that now? Many people are unemployed, retired or work part time. Why don't
rhey volunteer? Most already have a base of support (they receive some money). Why don't they
at least sweep the streets or help people to their cars with groceries/packages? Most people have
'spare' hours they while away in front of a TV. Why do they NOT use those hours to make life
better for all of us? They are free to use their income to help the needy rather than spend it on
cable service.
I think you want to use your 'no money' system to FORCE people into your vision instead of
working towards teaching peole to be less selfish no matter the system they live in. You want the
cart in front of the horse.
Quoting: Real list

to answer your why dont people do it now....they are called volunteers and they help out in all
sorts of situations the world over...the reason many more do not is b/c the world is not sharing
right now...we are not in an economy that just freely welcomes this..1 people are worried about
insurance in case you are injured 2 people are not taught the incentives to do this (i.e. if we truely
moved to a resource based economy the incentive shift would be from money to being able to go
to sleep knowing every human being everywhere is fed,clothed,sheltered,and educated.)
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also i do not believe there is any such thing as "healthy greed"...sure we have gotten to where we
are now by things in the past...but a horse got us to the same place a car does now and yet we
still gave that up...things change, we are technologically at a place to build better oriented cities,
to build buildings that incorporate hydro/aeroponic growing tech. to feed whole cities healthy
locally grown food. we need to stop doing what we have always done b/c it doesnt work, its out of
balance,ensures there is always someone on the very bottom,it does not try to raise everyone up,
it is insanity....time for something new b/c this shit has got to go.
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 09:17 AM

Money always causes limitations. Now many of these worlds have space craft. There may thus be
resource TRADING between planets, and mining of planets also for needs back home
Money is not the reason for limitations. Money represtent resources (including productive labor).
The underlying resources are limited. We, as a race can grow a finite amount of food, we have a
finite air supply. Building materials and energy sources are finite. Theoretically money supply is
almost infinite.
Money does not impose limits. Labor and other resources impose limits.
I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
01/05/2012 09:21 AM
Money always causes limitations. Now many of these worlds have space craft. There may thus be
resource TRADING between planets, and mining of planets also for needs back home
Money is not the reason for limitations. Money represtent resources (including productive labor).
The underlying resources are limited. We, as a race can grow a finite amount of food, we have a
finite air supply. Building materials and energy sources are finite. Theoretically money supply is
almost infinite.
Money does not impose limits. Labor and other resources impose limits.
Quoting: Real list

money is an imaginary number...we can grow an infinite amount of food....we should be on a
resource based economy..only build what we can, not just what we can "pay" for....this means
accurately keeping track of things...knowing what each region needs and communicating.
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 09:28 AM
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People don't volunteer because they have HEALTHY GREED, they rightfully want something in
return for something given.
There are cattle ranchers right now trudging throug snow in freezing wind to tend to his herd. He
is doing that why???? Because he loves you? He does not know you. He does not know 99% of
the people he is feeding. He does it because he has healthy greed, he wants something. He
wants things that he can get in return for his hard work.
Does the bus driver love you? The fireman who puts his life in danger for you? The truck driver
who brings your food to market? No, they neither love nor hate you, they just want rewarded for
their labors.
When I hear and believe 50% or more people say, " I do this because I love my fellow man and
want only minimal pay for my work' then I might say we are ready for OP's fantasy. When I see
people doing volunteer work instead of feeding their lust for entertainment and leisure, I might
agree that we are ready.
Anyone who wants a utopia should be reaching love and charity, not trying to change the
economic system
Last Edited by Real list on 01/05/2012 09:36 AM
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 09:35 AM

Money always causes limitations. Now many of these worlds have space craft. There may thus be
resource TRADING between planets, and mining of planets also for needs back home
Money is not the reason for limitations. Money represtent resources (including productive labor).
The underlying resources are limited. We, as a race can grow a finite amount of food, we have a
finite air supply. Building materials and energy sources are finite. Theoretically money supply is
almost infinite.
Money does not impose limits. Labor and other resources impose limits.
Quoting: Real list

money is an imaginary number...we can grow an infinite amount of food....we should be on a
resource based economy..only build what we can, not just what we can "pay" for....this
means accurately keeping track of things...knowing what each region needs and communicating.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE
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It take arable land to grow food. You claim there is an infinite amount of arable land on earth? The
planet is finite, is has a specific size.
I can grow food without money, but I am limited by the amount of land I can cultivate. That makes
food production finite.
As you said, money is an imaginary number, therefore infinite. We can agree that anything is a
currency, paper with symbols, gold, shells.. almost anything. We cannot claim anything to be food.
Food is food, and the available amount is whatever it happens to be, but it can be 'paid for' in any
number of ways. "will work for food' is a methd of paying for it. That also applies to every are of
human needs.
Last Edited by Real list on 01/05/2012 09:37 AM
I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
01/05/2012 09:40 AM
People don't volunteer because they have HEALTHY GREED, they rightfully want something i
return for something given.
There are cattle ranchers right now trudging throug snow in freezing wind to tend to his herd. He
is doing that why???? Because he loves you? He does not know you. He does not know 99% of
the people he is feeding. He does it because he has healthy greed, he wants something. He
wants things that he can get in return for his hard work.
Does the bus driver love you? The fireman who puts his life in danger for you? The truck driver
who brings your food to market? No, they neither love nor hate you, they just want rewarded for
their labors.
When I hear and believe 50% or more people say, " I do this because I love my fellow man and
want only minimal pay for my work' then I might say we are ready for OP's fantasy. When I see
people doing volunteer work instead of feeding their lust for entertainment and leisure, I might
agree that we are ready.
Anyone who wants a utopia should be reaching love and charity, not trying to change the
economic system
Quoting: Real list

and what do you say to all the people who volunteer at hospitals and soup kitchens...what are
they getting out of it...the feeling of helping someone...its all a matter of what incentives are
taught...the cattle herder should only herd cattle b/c he likes to herd cattle...we should not be
forced into whatever job will have us...i do not want to work in a factory i would rather be
farming...but since i dont have the money for it i cant and must toil away making useless items of
junk that we have just been comercialed to death into believing we "need"
I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
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Money always causes limitations. Now many of these worlds have space craft. There may thus be
resource TRADING between planets, and mining of planets also for needs back home
Money is not the reason for limitations. Money represtent resources (including productive labor).
The underlying resources are limited. We, as a race can grow a finite amount of food, we have a
finite air supply. Building materials and energy sources are finite. Theoretically money supply is
almost infinite.
Money does not impose limits. Labor and other resources impose limits.
Quoting: Real list

money is an imaginary number...we can grow an infinite amount of food....we should be on a
resource based economy..only build what we can, not just what we can "pay" for....this
means accurately keeping track of things...knowing what each region needs and communicating.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

It take arable land to grow food. You claim there is an infinite amount of arable land on earth? The
planet is finite, is has a specific size.
I can grow food without money, but I am limited by the amount of land I can cultivate. That makes
food production finite.
As you said, money is an imaginary number, therefore infinite. We can agree that anything is a
currency, paper with symbols, gold, shells.. almost anything. We cannot claim anything to be food.
Food is food, and the available amount is whatever it happens to be, but it can be 'paid for' in any
number of ways. "will work for food' is a methd of paying for it. That also applies to every are of
human needs.
Quoting: Real list

well there are plenty of places that use hydroponics and now aeroponics...you do not need to use
our nutrient deprived soil...also im pretty sure it was in sweeden or norway where they were
growing tropical things inside by designing the environment.. down to the type of light a certain
food takes in..we can grown infinite amount of food.
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 09:44 AM

they are called volunteers and they help out in all sorts of situations the world over...the reason
many more do not is b/c the world is not sharing right now...we are not in an economy that just
freely welcomes this..1 people are worried about insurance in case you are injured 2 people are
not taught the incentives to do this (i.e. if we truely moved to a resource based economy the
incentive shift would be from money to being able to go to sleep knowing every human being
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everywhere is fed,clothed,sheltered,and educated.)
quote:
I don't care WHY peole don't do it, the fact is, they don't. Not on any scale to matter or else
organizations like this [link to www.volunteermatch.org] would not exist.
Change peoples' nature first, then MAYBE change the economic system. A moneyless system will
NOT work given the present state of human evolution.
Just as a herd of bison or gazelles gravitate to a green pasture because that will best serve their
needs, the human race gravitates towards systems that best serve their needs. At this point, a
money based system, and free market capitalism is the best we have ever found. It works WITH
human nature, a moneyless system would not work with the present humasn nature.
I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
01/05/2012 09:49 AM
they are called volunteers and they help out in all sorts of situations the world over...the reason
many more do not is b/c the world is not sharing right now...we are not in an economy that just
freely welcomes this..1 people are worried about insurance in case you are injured 2 people are
not taught the incentives to do this (i.e. if we truely moved to a resource based economy the
incentive shift would be from money to being able to go to sleep knowing every human being
everywhere is fed,clothed,sheltered,and educated.)
quote:
I don't care WHY peole don't do it, the fact is, they don't. Not on any scale to matter or else
organizations like this [link to www.volunteermatch.org] would not exist.
Change peoples' nature first, then MAYBE change the economic system. A moneyless system will
NOT work given the present state of human evolution.
Just as a herd of bison or gazelles gravitate to a green pasture because that will best serve their
needs, the human race gravitates towards systems that best serve their needs. At this point, a
money based system, and free market capitalism is the best we have ever found. It works WITH
human nature, a moneyless system would not work with the present humasn nature.
Quoting: Real list

its not human nature...its taught behavior. i really dont get why you cant take a step back and
understand all you have become you have learned and taken little snippets of lessons around
you. we teach violence..we teach elitism...we teach sepratism...when we stop teaching these
things and start teaching some better ways to act/react then it will change.
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 09:49 AM
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Money always causes limitations. Now many of these worlds have space craft. There may thus be
resource TRADING between planets, and mining of planets also for needs back home
Money is not the reason for limitations. Money represtent resources (including productive labor).
The underlying resources are limited. We, as a race can grow a finite amount of food, we have a
finite air supply. Building materials and energy sources are finite. Theoretically money supply is
almost infinite.
Money does not impose limits. Labor and other resources impose limits.
Quoting: Real list

money is an imaginary number...we can grow an infinite amount of food....we should be on a
resource based economy..only build what we can, not just what we can "pay" for....this
means accurately keeping track of things...knowing what each region needs and communicating.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

It take arable land to grow food. You claim there is an infinite amount of arable land on earth? The
planet is finite, is has a specific size.
I can grow food without money, but I am limited by the amount of land I can cultivate. That makes
food production finite.
As you said, money is an imaginary number, therefore infinite. We can agree that anything is a
currency, paper with symbols, gold, shells.. almost anything. We cannot claim anything to be food.
Food is food, and the available amount is whatever it happens to be, but it can be 'paid for' in any
number of ways. "will work for food' is a methd of paying for it. That also applies to every are of
human needs.
Quoting: Real list

well there are plenty of places that use hydroponics and now aeroponics...you do not need to use
our nutrient deprived soil...also im pretty sure it was in sweeden or norway where they were
growing tropical things inside by designing the environment.. down to the type of light a certain
food takes in..we can grown infinite amount of food.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

You can't produce INFINITE food in a finite space. Earth is a finite place with finite space.
We might grow more, but there is a limit. The limit has nothing to do with money. The motivation
has everything to do with money.
How would you propose to MOTIVATE people to produce food or anything else without a direct
return for their labor? And since money of the most versatile means of a return for labor (reward),
how would you motivate without money?
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Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 09:57 AM

they are called volunteers and they help out in all sorts of situations the world over...the reason
many more do not is b/c the world is not sharing right now...we are not in an economy that just
freely welcomes this..1 people are worried about insurance in case you are injured 2 people are
not taught the incentives to do this (i.e. if we truely moved to a resource based economy the
incentive shift would be from money to being able to go to sleep knowing every human being
everywhere is fed,clothed,sheltered,and educated.)
quote:
I don't care WHY peole don't do it, the fact is, they don't. Not on any scale to matter or else
organizations like this [link to www.volunteermatch.org] would not exist.
Change peoples' nature first, then MAYBE change the economic system. A moneyless system will
NOT work given the present state of human evolution.
Just as a herd of bison or gazelles gravitate to a green pasture because that will best serve their
needs, the human race gravitates towards systems that best serve their needs. At this point, a
money based system, and free market capitalism is the best we have ever found. It works WITH
human nature, a moneyless system would not work with the present humasn nature.
Quoting: Real list

its not human nature...its taught behavior. i really dont get why you cant take a step back and
understand all you have become you have learned and taken little snippets of lessons around
you. we teach violence..we teach elitism...we teach sepratism...when we stop teaching these
things and start teaching some better ways to act/react then it will change.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

That may be true. We may be what we are taught. But changing to a moneyless system will not
unring the bell. We will be the same only without the money system that makes things work.
Like I said, teach people to be charitable, to love, to WANT to labor for the sheer joy, then you are
free to change the economy.
I don't care WHY things are as they are, I am anchored in reality enough to recognize that things
are a certain way.
OP seems to think, take the money away and people will have no choice but to work for nothing.
But the fact is, there are too many who won't work except as last resort, much less for the simple
joy of it. many people could be doing that now, but they don't. Change that first.
I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
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money is an imaginary number...we can grow an infinite amount of food....we should be on a
resource based economy..only build what we can, not just what we can "pay" for....this
means accurately keeping track of things...knowing what each region needs and communicating.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

It take arable land to grow food. You claim there is an infinite amount of arable land on earth? The
planet is finite, is has a specific size.
I can grow food without money, but I am limited by the amount of land I can cultivate. That makes
food production finite.
As you said, money is an imaginary number, therefore infinite. We can agree that anything is a
currency, paper with symbols, gold, shells.. almost anything. We cannot claim anything to be food.
Food is food, and the available amount is whatever it happens to be, but it can be 'paid for' in any
number of ways. "will work for food' is a methd of paying for it. That also applies to every are of
human needs.
Quoting: Real list

well there are plenty of places that use hydroponics and now aeroponics...you do not need to use
our nutrient deprived soil...also im pretty sure it was in sweeden or norway where they were
growing tropical things inside by designing the environment.. down to the type of light a certain
food takes in..we can grown infinite amount of food.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

You can't produce INFINITE food in a finite space. Earth is a finite place with finite space.
We might grow more, but there is a limit. The limit has nothing to do with money. The motivation
has everything to do with money.
How would you propose to MOTIVATE people to produce food or anything else without a direct
return for their labor? And since money of the most versatile means of a return for labor (reward),
how would you motivate without money?
Quoting: Real list

i will say it again...incentives will change...it will not be for money or greed or selfish reasons...we
will do it b/c it means knowing everyday everywhere everyone is fed...no one is hungry...we can
do it without gmos.
i know its a hard concept to understand that people can overcome selfishness but it can and will
happen. you want poverty to end? you want hunger to end? you want wars over imaginary
borders to end? there has been a solution given. you want to stay in the same system thats been
warring for hundreds of years over what someone with money wants you to kill for? or do you
want to try something new? einstein said the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over
and over and expecting different results.
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I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
01/05/2012 10:13 AM
think about this...how many teachers and doctors get into their fields b/c of money...yeah yeah
teachers dont make much..thats not the point..here you can become a teacher extremely easy
and a lot clearly do not like dealing with children so they are there for a paycheck...even a shitty
one.
now imagine the people who want to actually help people get well but havent been able to afford
the education, due to parental situations they are born into, or having crappy teachers who dont
care, who barely teach. imagine all the cashiers who could be pursuing something they desire to
work in and not stuck dealing with imaginary numbers....imagine all the people standing in a
factory line pumping out useless items that marketing has us think we "need"...with a move like im
speaking of these positions become obsolete...without money, in a resource based economy this
system of false scarcity and planned obsolesence would fall away.
now imagine we have more time to teach our children...more time to educate them and help
encourage them in fields they desire. i say more time b/c automation is already replacing many
jobs now and will continue to do so. right now kids are on the back burner to make money to
provide for them. in most poverty cases its both parents working just to put food in their mouths
and a roof over their head,do not take this as me saying all children are neglected, but a lot of
their educational needs are not being met b/c either the parent themselves hasnt been educated
or just plain doesnt have the time or energy left over...this is a sad state to let children be raised
in.
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 10:19 AM

...

It take arable land to grow food. You claim there is an infinite amount of arable land on earth? The
planet is finite, is has a specific size.
I can grow food without money, but I am limited by the amount of land I can cultivate. That makes
food production finite.
As you said, money is an imaginary number, therefore infinite. We can agree that anything is a
currency, paper with symbols, gold, shells.. almost anything. We cannot claim anything to be food.
Food is food, and the available amount is whatever it happens to be, but it can be 'paid for' in any
number of ways. "will work for food' is a methd of paying for it. That also applies to every are of
human needs.
Quoting: Real list

well there are plenty of places that use hydroponics and now aeroponics...you do not need to use
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our nutrient deprived soil...also im pretty sure it was in sweeden or norway where they were
growing tropical things inside by designing the environment.. down to the type of light a certain
food takes in..we can grown infinite amount of food.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

You can't produce INFINITE food in a finite space. Earth is a finite place with finite space.
We might grow more, but there is a limit. The limit has nothing to do with money. The motivation
has everything to do with money.
How would you propose to MOTIVATE people to produce food or anything else without a direct
return for their labor? And since money of the most versatile means of a return for labor (reward),
how would you motivate without money?
Quoting: Real list

i will say it again...incentives will change...it will not be for money or greed or selfish reasons...we
will do it b/c it means knowing everyday everywhere everyone is fed...no one is hungry...we can
do it without gmos.
i know its a hard concept to understand that people can overcome selfishness but it can and will
happen. you want poverty to end? you want hunger to end? you want wars over imaginary
borders to end? there has been a solution given. you want to stay in the same system thats been
warring for hundreds of years over what someone with money wants you to kill for? or do you
want to try something new? einstein said the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over
and over and expecting different results.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

Say it all you want. But you are saying nothing. Incentives will change? How? What will change
them? Things don't just change because you dream it. I can dream about a new roof, but until I do
it or have it done, my roof will remain the way it is.
Post a link to an organization that is changing things NOW, not in some future and dependant on
certain other things.
Look, the 'baby boomers' comprise the largest demographic in the US. That means, the group of
people born between 1946 and 1964 is the largest in number of all groups.
During the 60's and early 70's, this large demographic was known for it's anti establishment
philosophy, especially the 'greedy' economic system. They said everything should be free, and in
fact, they did share freely of whatever they had. Many formed communes that uses minimal
money, grew much of their own food and made theur own clothes.
Why did the movement die out? Most of those people are still alive. And many of them are the
'greedy' rich people you guys hate so much. What happened to them? Take a guess.
My guess is that they learned that the system they wanted was not vialble, it would not satisfy
mankind's needs. There was no other reason they would give up such a perfect lifestyle.
Judging by OP picture I'd guess she is a boomer. Some never learned, some never grew up.
Some still cling to their unrealistic dreams. Op is one I'd guess.
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Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 10:32 AM

think about this...how many teachers and doctors get into their fields b/c of money...yeah yeah
teachers dont make much..thats not the point..here you can become a teacher extremely easy
and a lot clearly do not like dealing with children so they are there for a paycheck...even a shitty
one.
now imagine the people who want to actually help people get well but havent been able to afford
the education, due to parental situations they are born into, or having crappy teachers who dont
care, who barely teach. imagine all the cashiers who could be pursuing something they desire to
work in and not stuck dealing with imaginary numbers....imagine all the people standing in a
factory line pumping out useless items that marketing has us think we "need"...with a move like im
speaking of these positions become obsolete...without money, in a resource based economy this
system of false scarcity and planned obsolesence would fall away.
now imagine we have more time to teach our children...more time to educate them and help
encourage them in fields they desire. i say more time b/c automation is already replacing many
jobs now and will continue to do so. right now kids are on the back burner to make money to
provide for them. in most poverty cases its both parents working just to put food in their mouths
and a roof over their head,do not take this as me saying all children are neglected, but a lot of
their educational needs are not being met b/c either the parent themselves hasnt been educated
or just plain doesnt have the time or energy left over...this is a sad state to let children be raised
in.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

If teaching is easy more people will want to do that whether for money or to satisfy their 'societal
obligations'. No difference.
Amost Anyone with sufficient intelligence CAN get an education. There are public schools
(cheaper), grants, and student loans. Most who don't chase their dream carreer are too lazy, not
underfunded.
People would not be 'pumping out' useless items if you and everyone else stopped buying them.
Spread the word, change the world. But money is a means, not the cause of that situation.

Both parents work because they want THINGS, and they use money to buy the THINGS. There
are safety nets in the US so a 1 earner family can still have the basics of life. Both work because
they want more. A form of greed. For stuff, not money.
There are stats that show that poorer people have a higher percentage of their 'wealth' in the form
of stuff, rich people have more in money. As long as someone has the stuff they need and some
stuff they want, why would they care about having money?
You people want to blame the system for your shortcomings. The rules are what they are. 99% of
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us function just fine using the rules. If you can't (or see others who can't) you want to blame the
rules. The game is not fair you say. Bah humbug
I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
01/05/2012 10:33 AM
...

well there are plenty of places that use hydroponics and now aeroponics...you do not need to use
our nutrient deprived soil...also im pretty sure it was in sweeden or norway where they were
growing tropical things inside by designing the environment.. down to the type of light a certain
food takes in..we can grown infinite amount of food.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

You can't produce INFINITE food in a finite space. Earth is a finite place with finite space.
We might grow more, but there is a limit. The limit has nothing to do with money. The motivation
has everything to do with money.
How would you propose to MOTIVATE people to produce food or anything else without a direct
return for their labor? And since money of the most versatile means of a return for labor (reward),
how would you motivate without money?
Quoting: Real list

i will say it again...incentives will change...it will not be for money or greed or selfish reasons...we
will do it b/c it means knowing everyday everywhere everyone is fed...no one is hungry...we can
do it without gmos.
i know its a hard concept to understand that people can overcome selfishness but it can and will
happen. you want poverty to end? you want hunger to end? you want wars over imaginary
borders to end? there has been a solution given. you want to stay in the same system thats been
warring for hundreds of years over what someone with money wants you to kill for? or do you
want to try something new? einstein said the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over
and over and expecting different results.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

Say it all you want. But you are saying nothing. Incentives will change? How? What will change
them? Things don't just change because you dream it. I can dream about a new roof, but until I do
it or have it done, my roof will remain the way it is.
Post a link to an organization that is changing things NOW, not in some future and dependant on
certain other things.
Look, the 'baby boomers' comprise the largest demographic in the US. That means, the group of
people born between 1946 and 1964 is the largest in number of all groups.
During the 60's and early 70's, this large demographic was known for it's anti establishment
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philosophy, especially the 'greedy' economic system. They said everything should be free, and in
fact, they did share freely of whatever they had. Many formed communes that uses minimal
money, grew much of their own food and made theur own clothes.
Why did the movement die out? Most of those people are still alive. And many of them are the
'greedy' rich people you guys hate so much. What happened to them? Take a guess.
My guess is that they learned that the system they wanted was not vialble, it would not satisfy
mankind's needs. There was no other reason they would give up such a perfect lifestyle.
Judging by OP picture I'd guess she is a boomer. Some never learned, some never grew up.
Some still cling to their unrealistic dreams. Op is one I'd guess.
Quoting: Real list

i dont need to point to an organization...i point to me and many many many more who are taking
all of this in and letting it effect how they teach their children...how they react to others. the
difference between now and then....technology. unlike the 60's we are now in communication with
millions of people we couldnt have spoken with then. this is spreading to other countries...when
have we had worldwide protests? ows reached 7 continents....also many of those communes are
still up and running...y? how? b/c people care more about each other there. they are taught to not
be so damn selfish..they are taught that its not materials that make you a good person...who cares
if you have a big fucking tv..who cares what clothes you have on your body as long as your
comfortable...things are already changing...more people are waking up out of their materialistic
world and seeing its all a load of crap thats been washed down with every commercial...every
jingle that gets stuck in your head...every product placement. they are waking up to the fact that
we could actually take care of the world if we work together.
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 10:39 AM

Funny thing about no-money people, the more they debate the more illogical their ideas are
shown to be.
You claim some resources are infinite. Ha! None are.
You claim people will 'just work' but show no evidence of that ever happening
There will be other motivation??? What is it?
Money causes crime? Like rape? Theft? Taking your free food is easier (better) than me going to
get my own.
Everything will be free? Then it must be rationed. A money system does that already, things are
rationed by price.
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I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
01/05/2012 10:49 AM
think about this...how many teachers and doctors get into their fields b/c of money...yeah yeah
teachers dont make much..thats not the point..here you can become a teacher extremely easy
and a lot clearly do not like dealing with children so they are there for a paycheck...even a shitty
one.
now imagine the people who want to actually help people get well but havent been able to afford
the education, due to parental situations they are born into, or having crappy teachers who dont
care, who barely teach. imagine all the cashiers who could be pursuing something they desire to
work in and not stuck dealing with imaginary numbers....imagine all the people standing in a
factory line pumping out useless items that marketing has us think we "need"...with a move like im
speaking of these positions become obsolete...without money, in a resource based economy this
system of false scarcity and planned obsolesence would fall away.
now imagine we have more time to teach our children...more time to educate them and help
encourage them in fields they desire. i say more time b/c automation is already replacing many
jobs now and will continue to do so. right now kids are on the back burner to make money to
provide for them. in most poverty cases its both parents working just to put food in their mouths
and a roof over their head,do not take this as me saying all children are neglected, but a lot of
their educational needs are not being met b/c either the parent themselves hasnt been educated
or just plain doesnt have the time or energy left over...this is a sad state to let children be raised
in.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

If teaching is easy more people will want to do that whether for money or to satisfy their 'societal
obligations'. No difference.
Amost Anyone with sufficient intelligence CAN get an education. There are public schools
(cheaper), grants, and student loans. Most who don't chase their dream carreer are too lazy, not
underfunded.
People would not be 'pumping out' useless items if you and everyone else stopped buying them.
Spread the word, change the world. But money is a means, not the cause of that situation.

Both parents work because they want THINGS, and they use money to buy the THINGS. There
are safety nets in the US so a 1 earner family can still have the basics of life. Both work because
they want more. A form of greed. For stuff, not money.
There are stats that show that poorer people have a higher percentage of their 'wealth' in the form
of stuff, rich people have more in money. As long as someone has the stuff they need and some
stuff they want, why would they care about having money?
You people want to blame the system for your shortcomings. The rules are what they are. 99% of
us function just fine using the rules. If you can't (or see others who can't) you want to blame the
rules. The game is not fair you say. Bah humbug
Quoting: Real list

clearly you have never been at poverty level. my mom didnt bust her ass b/c we wanted things...i
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didnt have but a handful of toys growing up...ive never had to have some certain label clothes...ive
never had to own a tv...i dont care about these stupid material things. i wasnt given the proper
tools to deal with the "real world" growing up. i wasnt taught that i could go to school...that there
were opportunities...i was taught we are poor you go to the army to get an education or you go to
work, your 18 peace out get out of my house. at 10 i was basically raising my infant brother b/c my
mom had to work...did i know enough to teach him? no...this happens plenty of places.just b/c you
dont know what its like to live at the bottom of the barrel dont look down at us and assume its just
b/c we are lazy. i had a bad gpa in high school..i got a's on all my tests but when i lived with my
dad i wasnt allowed to do homework b/c housework came first...and if my step sisters and brother
didnt do their chores i had to or i got beat..then it was time to cook dinner for everyone and clean
again and make sure everyone had clean clothes...i was 14. when i finally got to the real world i
had to go bust my butt in crappy factory job b/c i was 18 and was tossed out after never having
had a job b4 b/c i was raising my brother. then when i finally figure out what i want to go to school
for...im denied student loans..i get hardly anything in a pell grant so i couldnt even go to a
community college. what the hell am i supposed to do huh? am i supposed to say its all my fault? i
take some of the blame for not educating myself but seriously if you are not given the tools by
your parents at an early age its sometimes just to late. so now i work to eventually/hopefully buy
my own land to grow my own food.
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 10:50 AM

...

You can't produce INFINITE food in a finite space. Earth is a finite place with finite space.
We might grow more, but there is a limit. The limit has nothing to do with money. The motivation
has everything to do with money.
How would you propose to MOTIVATE people to produce food or anything else without a direct
return for their labor? And since money of the most versatile means of a return for labor (reward),
how would you motivate without money?
Quoting: Real list

i will say it again...incentives will change...it will not be for money or greed or selfish reasons...we
will do it b/c it means knowing everyday everywhere everyone is fed...no one is hungry...we can
do it without gmos.
i know its a hard concept to understand that people can overcome selfishness but it can and will
happen. you want poverty to end? you want hunger to end? you want wars over imaginary
borders to end? there has been a solution given. you want to stay in the same system thats been
warring for hundreds of years over what someone with money wants you to kill for? or do you
want to try something new? einstein said the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over
and over and expecting different results.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE
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Say it all you want. But you are saying nothing. Incentives will change? How? What will change
them? Things don't just change because you dream it. I can dream about a new roof, but until I do
it or have it done, my roof will remain the way it is.
Post a link to an organization that is changing things NOW, not in some future and dependant on
certain other things.
Look, the 'baby boomers' comprise the largest demographic in the US. That means, the group of
people born between 1946 and 1964 is the largest in number of all groups.
During the 60's and early 70's, this large demographic was known for it's anti establishment
philosophy, especially the 'greedy' economic system. They said everything should be free, and in
fact, they did share freely of whatever they had. Many formed communes that uses minimal
money, grew much of their own food and made theur own clothes.
Why did the movement die out? Most of those people are still alive. And many of them are the
'greedy' rich people you guys hate so much. What happened to them? Take a guess.
My guess is that they learned that the system they wanted was not vialble, it would not satisfy
mankind's needs. There was no other reason they would give up such a perfect lifestyle.
Judging by OP picture I'd guess she is a boomer. Some never learned, some never grew up.
Some still cling to their unrealistic dreams. Op is one I'd guess.
Quoting: Real list

i dont need to point to an organization...i point to me and many many many more who are taking
all of this in and letting it effect how they teach their children...how they react to others. the
difference between now and then....technology. unlike the 60's we are now in communication
with millions of people we couldnt have spoken with then. this is spreading to other
countries...when have we had worldwide protests? ows reached 7 continents....also many of
those communes are still up and running...y? how? b/c people care more about each other
there. they are taught to not be so damn selfish..they are taught that its not materials that make
you a good person...who cares if you have a big fucking tv..who cares what clothes you
have on your body as long as your comfortable...things are already changing...more people
are waking up out of their materialistic world and seeing its all a load of crap thats been washed
down with every commercial...every jingle that gets stuck in your head...every product placement.
they are waking up to the fact that we could actually take care of the world if we work together.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

We had world wide TV in the 60's. That's one reason the Viet-nam war ended like it did.
Join a commune if that's such good life. That is your choice. I choose a differeent life.
Wealth does not make the person, I agree. Neither does the form of wealth. It can be real estate,
gold or MONEY. Getting rid of money does not get rid of wealth.
I applaud your personal efforts to teach your kids. But how many do that? And what effect will it
have? The hippies taught the same things to their kids and even led by example. It didn't work
then. Kids will develop their own minds regardless of what you teach them.
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You seem to blame commercialism for the problem. Like I said before, you want to blame
something or someone else for your (our) shortcomings. We should not be weak and fall for their
sales pitch. Anyone who is a victim of fraud should file a complaint, otherwise live with your
decisions.
I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
01/05/2012 10:55 AM
Funny thing about no-money people, the more they debate the more illogical their ideas are
shown to be.
You claim some resources are infinite. Ha! None are.
You claim people will 'just work' but show no evidence of that ever happening
There will be other motivation??? What is it?
Money causes crime? Like rape? Theft? Taking your free food is easier (better) than me going to
get my own.
Everything will be free? Then it must be rationed. A money system does that already, things are
rationed by price.
Quoting: Real list

no i said food was infinite as we can grow an abundant amount given newer tech...sure we cant
put a "grow tower" on every surface of the land and create a world sized ball of food...thats not
what im saying...im saying we can create an abundance that is more than enough for everyone
therefor making it an infinite amount.
ive given you the different incentive...its that everyone is fed...everyone is educated...everyone is
clothed...sheltered ect. and the evidence of people just working...go down to your local soup
kitchen ask why those people are volunteering. money doesnt ration anything it says i have more
therefor i can get more and you who have less can scrape the scum off my boot and hope to get a
spare no gmo nutrient off it.
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 11:01 AM

think about this...how many teachers and doctors get into their fields b/c of money...yeah yeah
teachers dont make much..thats not the point..here you can become a teacher extremely easy
and a lot clearly do not like dealing with children so they are there for a paycheck...even a shitty
one.
now imagine the people who want to actually help people get well but havent been able to afford
the education, due to parental situations they are born into, or having crappy teachers who dont
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care, who barely teach. imagine all the cashiers who could be pursuing something they desire to
work in and not stuck dealing with imaginary numbers....imagine all the people standing in a
factory line pumping out useless items that marketing has us think we "need"...with a move like im
speaking of these positions become obsolete...without money, in a resource based economy this
system of false scarcity and planned obsolesence would fall away.
now imagine we have more time to teach our children...more time to educate them and help
encourage them in fields they desire. i say more time b/c automation is already replacing many
jobs now and will continue to do so. right now kids are on the back burner to make money to
provide for them. in most poverty cases its both parents working just to put food in their mouths
and a roof over their head,do not take this as me saying all children are neglected, but a lot of
their educational needs are not being met b/c either the parent themselves hasnt been educated
or just plain doesnt have the time or energy left over...this is a sad state to let children be raised
in.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

If teaching is easy more people will want to do that whether for money or to satisfy their 'societal
obligations'. No difference.
Amost Anyone with sufficient intelligence CAN get an education. There are public schools
(cheaper), grants, and student loans. Most who don't chase their dream carreer are too lazy, not
underfunded.
People would not be 'pumping out' useless items if you and everyone else stopped buying them.
Spread the word, change the world. But money is a means, not the cause of that situation.

Both parents work because they want THINGS, and they use money to buy the THINGS. There
are safety nets in the US so a 1 earner family can still have the basics of life. Both work because
they want more. A form of greed. For stuff, not money.
There are stats that show that poorer people have a higher percentage of their 'wealth' in the form
of stuff, rich people have more in money. As long as someone has the stuff they need and some
stuff they want, why would they care about having money?
You people want to blame the system for your shortcomings. The rules are what they are. 99% of
us function just fine using the rules. If you can't (or see others who can't) you want to blame the
rules. The game is not fair you say. Bah humbug
Quoting: Real list

clearly you have never been at poverty level. my mom didnt bust her ass b/c we wanted things...i
didnt have but a handful of toys growing up...ive never had to have some certain label clothes...ive
never had to own a tv...i dont care about these stupid material things. i wasnt given the proper
tools to deal with the "real world" growing up. i wasnt taught that i could go to school...that there
were opportunities...i was taught we are poor you go to the army to get an education or you go to
work, your 18 peace out get out of my house. at 10 i was basically raising my infant brother b/c my
mom had to work...did i know enough to teach him? no...this happens plenty of places.just b/c you
dont know what its like to live at the bottom of the barrel dont look down at us and assume its just
b/c we are lazy. i had a bad gpa in high school..i got a's on all my tests but when i lived with my
dad i wasnt allowed to do homework b/c housework came first...and if my step sisters and brother
didnt do their chores i had to or i got beat..then it was time to cook dinner for everyone and clean
again and make sure everyone had clean clothes...i was 14. when i finally got to the real world i
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had to go bust my butt in crappy factory job b/c i was 18 and was tossed out after never having
had a job b4 b/c i was raising my brother. then when i finally figure out what i want to go to school
for...im denied student loans..i get hardly anything in a pell grant so i couldnt even go to a
community college. what the hell am i supposed to do huh? am i supposed to say its all my fault? i
take some of the blame for not educating myself but seriously if you are not given the tools by
your parents at an early age its sometimes just to late. so now i work to eventually/hopefully buy
my own land to grow my own food.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

Your sad tale has nothing to do with my situation. I had a wife, 2 kids, a house payment and
another stack of bill, and my life savings was in quarters and dimes..about $3. I was on strike from
an auto factory so no one would hire me. So what? I worked my way back doing physical labor
jobs, supported my kids and wife, and I am now retired. So what?
Like I said, the present system in the US works for 99%, though some do fall through the cracks.
A given cancer treatment might cure 75%, should the other 25% blame the treatment for their
sickness, or should they balme their particular circumstances? Nothing work 100%.
But that does not prove to me that any other particular system is better. You can't just say
because it's different it will work. Show me on paper, show me some numbers. Do some polls, see
how many people would work for 'free' and would that be enough to do everything necessary for
human survival?
Want your own land? Great goal! But in OP's world you should plant some vegetables along the
road or in a park for EVERYONE to enjoy. Still agree with her?
I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
01/05/2012 11:08 AM
yes i do still agree and i would love to turn a piece of our apt complex into a veggie garden..but
guess what it costs to get seeds...to pay for water...i cant afford to build a hydroponics or
aeroponics place but if someone else could start it i would freely give my time...if i magically won
the lottery that i dont play...i would build it and i would fund it and i would give away free food.
and i have a question was working where you did your desire? would you have been more
productive and happy doing something else?
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 11:14 AM

Funny thing about no-money people, the more they debate the more illogical their ideas are
shown to be.
You claim some resources are infinite. Ha! None are.
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You claim people will 'just work' but show no evidence of that ever happening
There will be other motivation??? What is it?
Money causes crime? Like rape? Theft? Taking your free food is easier (better) than me going to
get my own.
Everything will be free? Then it must be rationed. A money system does that already, things are
rationed by price.
Quoting: Real list

no i said food was infinite as we can grow an abundant amount given newer tech...sure we cant
put a "grow tower" on every surface of the land and create a world sized ball of food...thats not
what im saying...im saying we can create an abundance that is more than enough for everyone
therefor making it an infinite amount.
ive given you the different incentive...its that everyone is fed...everyone is educated...everyone is
clothed...sheltered ect. and the evidence of people just working...go down to your local soup
kitchen ask why those people are volunteering. money doesnt ration anything it says i have more
therefor i can get more and you who have less can scrape the scum off my boot and hope to get a
spare no gmo nutrient off it.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

Infinate means no limit. Words have meanings. We can't debate if we make up our own
definations.
Yes, we can grow eneough for the current population. And money exist to fund (motivate0 people
to produce it. Convince enough people to contribute money to a food suppling charity, the charity
will offer the money for food, farmers will be motivated to grow it. Simple. It's not lack of money,
it's lack of charity. Other factors too, politics for one.
Do you remember hurrican Katrina and the Joplin Ms tornado? Katrine wiped out a section of a
city, Joplin was mostly destroyed. Joplin happened last year and is well on it's way to recovery,
NOLA is still a mess. Why? Because the people of Joplin took action, they even turned away
government help. The people of NOLA could have done their own cleanup, or tried to anyway.
The difference is how the people had been taught to live. NOLA is a place where it's easy to be
poor, life's necessities are easy to come by. Free for the most part. Just like the world you want.
Joplin folks earned their own way, very little was 'free' to them.
When people have their need met with little or no effort they tend to do LESS, when they earn
their own way they tend to do MORE.
Which way helps the most people? Which way offers more assurance that some will continue
working hard to meet mankind's needs?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8314985
United States
01/05/2012 11:20 AM
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I just "lost" a lot of time for 2 days all over money. For reasons I won't cover, but related to money,
I have to go to the bank when my money is there personally and get it for my expenses. Well, I
forgot the banks were not open Monday, so I wasted some walking with the buses, which were
also running saturday hours causing some "waiting." So the bank trip was wasted, had to go back
the next day. If we did not have "money", there would be NO banking, no loans to repay, no check
books to keep track off, no budgeting time, no necessary bank drafts of any sort. No worry about
bouncing checks and all that stuff. No purchasing of checks, no swiping bank cards and debit
cards. No paying the rent or house payment. No car payment. In a money free world, if its using
cars still, they are simply ISSUED. Of course some folks work on building them, but much of that
will be automated more than now. I take the bus for a variety of reasons. THE COST of keeping
the car. Much cheaper for me. No TIME spent getting license plates, no time or obligation to pay
insurance, no fees yearly to AAA. No repairs, and when we are money free, whatever our
transportation is, it will WORK and for a very LONG time. As well all our various machines.
Now I went to the doctors office to pick up my prescriptions. My morphine cannot be called in. It
can be mailed though, maybe I should see if they will do that. If it did not have medicare, the
morphine would have cost an arm and a leg. In a money free world, medicines cost nothing. And
our medicine would improve a lot, NO BIG PHARMA CRAP. Doctor would not need a system to
collect money and pay their bills. No insurance issues. Ponder that when they are ripping you off
for your deductible. No people like me needing Medicare and medicaid to pay the medical bills,
Ponder that. Doctors could actually spend time healing and could have all the help they need to
service their clients. Lots more in house or close by modalities could be created far beyond what
we have today. Money LIMITS. ALWAYS even on the best of worlds still using the stuff.
In fact one day, you will have computers that will read your aura, and sample you blood and skin
cells, decreasing TIME you must spend getting medical care in the first place, and since PROFITS
are not a motive, I should not even have to go there.........
MONEY STEALS YOUR TIME people, both your work to get the stuff and your work to spend the
stuff. No waiting in line in the store to check out. There will be no check out. Walk in, get what you
need, leave. Imagine that.
DO IMAGINE. I have to review this thread, to see if any of you posted about what YOU DID NOT
HAVE BECAUSE THERE WAS NOT ENOUGH "MONEY".
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Morphine??? Really??? It is not my business, but that is a powerful drug. My experience with
Morphine is mostly Hospice patients, end of life patients.......
With all due respect, many people on Morphine exist in a different reality than non-Morphine
people. Could this be the reason that you continually set yourself and your readers up with
promised dates and deadlines of stasis and heavenly intervention that fails to arrive? I have been
reading your work since you first appeared on the web. So many times I wanted to believe, then
event didn't happen and it is always more excuses. I have written you before about the cruelty of
what you do. I believe that heavenly intervention will occur one day, but God, CM, Aton, etc. will
not tell anyone a date because time is an illusion of the HUman world. However, excuses aside, I
do honor all of the work you do regarding the UB. Please stop treating your readers like idiots will
failed dates and excuses. After all of these years, we really are smarter than that.
I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
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01/05/2012 11:22 AM
Funny thing about no-money people, the more they debate the more illogical their ideas are
shown to be.
You claim some resources are infinite. Ha! None are.
You claim people will 'just work' but show no evidence of that ever happening
There will be other motivation??? What is it?
Money causes crime? Like rape? Theft? Taking your free food is easier (better) than me going to
get my own.
Everything will be free? Then it must be rationed. A money system does that already, things are
rationed by price.
Quoting: Real list

no i said food was infinite as we can grow an abundant amount given newer tech...sure we cant
put a "grow tower" on every surface of the land and create a world sized ball of food...thats not
what im saying...im saying we can create an abundance that is more than enough for everyone
therefor making it an infinite amount.
ive given you the different incentive...its that everyone is fed...everyone is educated...everyone is
clothed...sheltered ect. and the evidence of people just working...go down to your local soup
kitchen ask why those people are volunteering. money doesnt ration anything it says i have more
therefor i can get more and you who have less can scrape the scum off my boot and hope to get a
spare no gmo nutrient off it.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

Infinate means no limit. Words have meanings. We can't debate if we make up our own
definations.
Yes, we can grow eneough for the current population. And money exist to fund (motivate0 people
to produce it. Convince enough people to contribute money to a food suppling charity, the charity
will offer the money for food, farmers will be motivated to grow it. Simple. It's not lack of money,
it's lack of charity. Other factors too, politics for one.
Do you remember hurrican Katrina and the Joplin Ms tornado? Katrine wiped out a section of a
city, Joplin was mostly destroyed. Joplin happened last year and is well on it's way to recovery,
NOLA is still a mess. Why? Because the people of Joplin took action, they even turned away
government help. The people of NOLA could have done their own cleanup, or tried to anyway.
The difference is how the people had been taught to live. NOLA is a place where it's easy to be
poor, life's necessities are easy to come by. Free for the most part. Just like the world you want.
Joplin folks earned their own way, very little was 'free' to them.
When people have their need met with little or no effort they tend to do LESS, when they earn
their own way they tend to do MORE.
Which way helps the most people? Which way offers more assurance that some will continue
working hard to meet mankind's needs?
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Quoting: Real list

ok your right clearly if we take away money everyone will become couch potatoes....

you said it yourself they were taught to live that way...its not b/c things were free or easy for them
to get its b/c of the attitude about it that they were taught. im also pretty sure that joplin took
money from fema and when the storms hit the east coast fema cut them off and diverted funds to
the east coast.
here i found you a link
[link to www.kansas.com]
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 11:22 AM

yes i do still agree and i would love to turn a piece of our apt complex into a veggie garden..but
guess what it costs to get seeds...to pay for water...i cant afford to build a hydroponics or
aeroponics place but if someone else could start it i would freely give my time...if i magically won
the lottery that i dont play...i would build it and i would fund it and i would give away free food.
and i have a question was working where you did your desire? would you have been more
productive and happy doing something else?
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

I had no real goals, I let life lead me, I took it as it came. I would not advise anyone else to do that,
maybe I was lucky.
It was not a desire but a resposibility to those that depended on me, a responsibility I gladly
accepted. Does that answer yuor question?
Ok, you would grow a public garden. Your neighbor sits every day under a tree and sips
lemonade while you work. You repeat an offer to him, 'I have another hoe', but he says no, it's
time for my jog. Your beans get ripe (ever pick beans? Backbreaking) and you spend a couple
hours picking them. Here come Mr lemonade breath saying 'I need some beans too you know,
that will be enough for mu dinner'.
How do you react?
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 11:28 AM
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Funny thing about no-money people, the more they debate the more illogical their ideas are
shown to be.
You claim some resources are infinite. Ha! None are.
You claim people will 'just work' but show no evidence of that ever happening
There will be other motivation??? What is it?
Money causes crime? Like rape? Theft? Taking your free food is easier (better) than me going to
get my own.
Everything will be free? Then it must be rationed. A money system does that already, things are
rationed by price.
Quoting: Real list

no i said food was infinite as we can grow an abundant amount given newer tech...sure we cant
put a "grow tower" on every surface of the land and create a world sized ball of food...thats not
what im saying...im saying we can create an abundance that is more than enough for everyone
therefor making it an infinite amount.
ive given you the different incentive...its that everyone is fed...everyone is educated...everyone is
clothed...sheltered ect. and the evidence of people just working...go down to your local soup
kitchen ask why those people are volunteering. money doesnt ration anything it says i have more
therefor i can get more and you who have less can scrape the scum off my boot and hope to get a
spare no gmo nutrient off it.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

Infinate means no limit. Words have meanings. We can't debate if we make up our own
definations.
Yes, we can grow eneough for the current population. And money exist to fund (motivate0 people
to produce it. Convince enough people to contribute money to a food suppling charity, the charity
will offer the money for food, farmers will be motivated to grow it. Simple. It's not lack of money,
it's lack of charity. Other factors too, politics for one.
Do you remember hurrican Katrina and the Joplin Ms tornado? Katrine wiped out a section of a
city, Joplin was mostly destroyed. Joplin happened last year and is well on it's way to recovery,
NOLA is still a mess. Why? Because the people of Joplin took action, they even turned away
government help. The people of NOLA could have done their own cleanup, or tried to anyway.
The difference is how the people had been taught to live. NOLA is a place where it's easy to be
poor, life's necessities are easy to come by. Free for the most part. Just like the world you want.
Joplin folks earned their own way, very little was 'free' to them.
When people have their need met with little or no effort they tend to do LESS, when they earn
their own way they tend to do MORE.
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Which way helps the most people? Which way offers more assurance that some will continue
working hard to meet mankind's needs?
Quoting: Real list

ok your right clearly if we take away money everyone will become couch potatoes....
you said it yourself they were taught to live that way...its not b/c things were free or easy for them
to get its b/c of the attitude about it that they were taught. im also pretty sure that joplin took
money from fema and when the storms hit the east coast fema cut them off and diverted funds to
the east coast.
here i found you a link
[link to www.kansas.com]
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

Sarcasm? Please don't
What I meant was, their life experiences taught them. They learned that being lazy worked for
them. But that's what you said you wanted, free food, shelter and clothes. Isn't that TEACHING
people that lazy can work?
I was wrong about the FEMA aid to Joplin. Still, there was a great difference in how people
reacted. In NOLA there were people standing in 2 inches of water waiting to be rescued. In Joplin
1 person got water bottles from his house to distribute, then others joined and soon they had a
real aid station.
Last Edited by Real list on 01/05/2012 11:32 AM
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 11:32 AM

Lets get to a moneyless system gradually.
Ask eveyone to work for 1% less and reduce the cost of goods by 1%. Then when people adjust
do it again. Pretty soon some will be working and everyone will be eating.
Hey, isn't that what we have now (in the US)? Some work, everyone eats.
I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
01/05/2012 11:38 AM
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yes i do still agree and i would love to turn a piece of our apt complex into a veggie garden..but
guess what it costs to get seeds...to pay for water...i cant afford to build a hydroponics or
aeroponics place but if someone else could start it i would freely give my time...if i magically won
the lottery that i dont play...i would build it and i would fund it and i would give away free food.
and i have a question was working where you did your desire? would you have been more
productive and happy doing something else?
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

I had no real goals, I let life lead me, I took it as it came. I would not advise anyone else to do that,
maybe I was lucky.
It was not a desire but a resposibility to those that depended on me, a responsibility I gladly
accepted. Does that answer yuor question?
Ok, you would grow a public garden. Your neighbor sits every day under a tree and sips
lemonade while you work. You repeat an offer to him, 'I have another hoe', but he says no, it's
time for my jog. Your beans get ripe (ever pick beans? Backbreaking) and you spend a couple
hours picking them. Here come Mr lemonade breath saying 'I need some beans too you know,
that will be enough for mu dinner'.
How do you react?
Quoting: Real list

i understand responsibility...b/c of responsibilities i worked on factory assembly lines,worked as a
cashier...it doesnt mean thats what i want for future children. i would still give him beans...and
more on that i would make an effort to talk to mr lemonade breath everyday to help him
understand why its a good thing to help out. i wouldnt just stare at him and fume in anger...i would
look at why he doesnt want to help and focus on that. its not just the actions/inaction we need to
look at, its the root of the problem we need to solve. maybe he doesnt think its that hard...maybe
he doesnt know how to help...maybe he is just lazy but people do not just become lazy its taught.
we have energy to do things but we've been plopped in front of tvs and computer screens, given
easy outs so we dont work as hard. think about cast iron pots..they rock but you have to take care
of them and they will last you forever...instead weve created a poison called teflon so we can just
throw that thing in the dishwasher and toss it when it flakes off and weve eaten some. weve
created plastic utensils so we can toss instead of just washing a damn spoon. weve have created
the lazy society it wasnt just that way to begin with.
I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
01/05/2012 11:49 AM
...

no i said food was infinite as we can grow an abundant amount given newer tech...sure we cant
put a "grow tower" on every surface of the land and create a world sized ball of food...thats not
what im saying...im saying we can create an abundance that is more than enough for everyone
therefor making it an infinite amount.
ive given you the different incentive...its that everyone is fed...everyone is educated...everyone is
clothed...sheltered ect. and the evidence of people just working...go down to your local soup
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kitchen ask why those people are volunteering. money doesnt ration anything it says i have more
therefor i can get more and you who have less can scrape the scum off my boot and hope to get a
spare no gmo nutrient off it.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

Infinate means no limit. Words have meanings. We can't debate if we make up our own
definations.
Yes, we can grow eneough for the current population. And money exist to fund (motivate0 people
to produce it. Convince enough people to contribute money to a food suppling charity, the charity
will offer the money for food, farmers will be motivated to grow it. Simple. It's not lack of money,
it's lack of charity. Other factors too, politics for one.
Do you remember hurrican Katrina and the Joplin Ms tornado? Katrine wiped out a section of a
city, Joplin was mostly destroyed. Joplin happened last year and is well on it's way to recovery,
NOLA is still a mess. Why? Because the people of Joplin took action, they even turned away
government help. The people of NOLA could have done their own cleanup, or tried to anyway.
The difference is how the people had been taught to live. NOLA is a place where it's easy to be
poor, life's necessities are easy to come by. Free for the most part. Just like the world you want.
Joplin folks earned their own way, very little was 'free' to them.
When people have their need met with little or no effort they tend to do LESS, when they earn
their own way they tend to do MORE.
Which way helps the most people? Which way offers more assurance that some will continue
working hard to meet mankind's needs?
Quoting: Real list

ok your right clearly if we take away money everyone will become couch potatoes....
you said it yourself they were taught to live that way...its not b/c things were free or easy for them
to get its b/c of the attitude about it that they were taught. im also pretty sure that joplin took
money from fema and when the storms hit the east coast fema cut them off and diverted funds to
the east coast.
here i found you a link
[link to www.kansas.com]
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

Sarcasm? Please don't
What I meant was, their life experiences taught them. They learned that being lazy worked for
them. But that's what you said you wanted, free food, shelter and clothes. Isn't that TEACHING
people that lazy can work?
I was wrong about the FEMA aid to Joplin. Still, there was a great difference in how people
reacted. In NOLA there were people standing in 2 inches of water waiting to be rescued. In Joplin
1 person got water bottles from his house to distribute, then others joined and soon they had a
real aid station.
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Quoting: Real list

so basicly the guy in joplin is doing what im talking about...im talking about getting up and doing
shit for yourself...no ones going to deliver your food to your house...no ones going to cook that
food for you. there wont be a mc d's down the road. i speak of a society that takes care of each
other and also empowers people to be their own "savior".
you like computers? well here lets get you the education you need not the one you can
afford...you like growing food? heres the food center find a place you can help out. you like
building things? heres the education and the construction crew go ask where you can help or for
someone to show you how to do something. you like science? heres the other scientist and what
they are working on its a shared community of knowledge find something you are interested
in...this can go on and on.
theres no government in a rbe...theres no one just handing you money...but there would be an
abundance of opportunity to nourish the potential in us all.
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 12:11 PM

so basicly the guy in joplin is doing what im talking about...im talking about getting up and doing
shit for yourself...no ones going to deliver your food to your house...no ones going to cook that
food for you. there wont be a mc d's down the road. i speak of a society that takes care of each
other and also empowers people to be their own "savior".
you like computers? well here lets get you the education you need not the one you can
afford...you like growing food? heres the food center find a place you can help out. you like
building things? heres the education and the construction crew go ask where you can help or for
someone to show you how to do something. you like science? heres the other scientist and what
they are working on its a shared community of knowledge find something you are interested
in...this can go on and on.
theres no government in a rbe...theres no one just handing you money...but there would be an
abundance of opportunity to nourish the potential in us all.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

I'm saying the guy in Joplin acts the way he does is because he was NOT given free food shelter
and clothing, otherwise he would be lazy and helpless like the NOLA folks.
A society where people take care of each other for no other consideration will always regress into
too few taking care of too many, or forced labor which is inefficient.
Education? You are almost FORCED to attend 12 elhi school. Ohio requires approval for 16-1718 years olds to drop out. There is your basic education. Most people are able to build on that, it
does take more effort for some than others.
A job or carreer of your choosing? No job has a lifetime contract, you are free to take a temporary
job and still work towards a career goal. Employment centers (at unemployment offices) match
skills and interests to available jobs. Notice available. Some jobs will not be available at a given
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time in your scenario also.
There is a government in RBE, you may not call it that though. There must be a way to keep
order, to distribute goods FAIRLY, even to organize the continual production of necessary items.
Someone or SOMETHING must do that.
During the communist rule of the USSR people were able to get free stuff, they got vouchers they
redeemed at the markets. And it was big newas at the time, there was a toilet paper shortage. The
voucher wwas worthless because someone failed to insure the supply. Someone HAS to do that.
In a free market system there is what is referred to as 'the invisible hand'
snip:
invisible hand or invisible hand of the market is the term economists use to describe the selfregulating nature of the marketplace.[1] This is a metaphor first coined by the economist Adam
Smith. The exact phrase is used just three times in his writings, but has come to capture his
important claim that by trying to maximise their own gains in a free market, individual ambition
benefits society, even if the ambitious have no benevolent intentions. [link to en.wikipedia.org]
HAHA. this one line say everything I am clumsily trying to say.
Anyway, call it what you want, there must be a logistical system which must be administered by
someone/something. A government
I'm4theRBE
User ID: 3053613
United States
01/05/2012 12:17 PM
so basicly the guy in joplin is doing what im talking about...im talking about getting up and doing
shit for yourself...no ones going to deliver your food to your house...no ones going to cook that
food for you. there wont be a mc d's down the road. i speak of a society that takes care of each
other and also empowers people to be their own "savior".
you like computers? well here lets get you the education you need not the one you can
afford...you like growing food? heres the food center find a place you can help out. you like
building things? heres the education and the construction crew go ask where you can help or for
someone to show you how to do something. you like science? heres the other scientist and what
they are working on its a shared community of knowledge find something you are interested
in...this can go on and on.
theres no government in a rbe...theres no one just handing you money...but there would be an
abundance of opportunity to nourish the potential in us all.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

I'm saying the guy in Joplin acts the way he does is because he was NOT given free food shelter
and clothing, otherwise he would be lazy and helpless like the NOLA folks.
A society where people take care of each other for no other consideration will always regress into
too few taking care of too many, or forced labor which is inefficient.
Education? You are almost FORCED to attend 12 elhi school. Ohio requires approval for 16-1718 years olds to drop out. There is your basic education. Most people are able to build on that, it
does take more effort for some than others.
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A job or carreer of your choosing? No job has a lifetime contract, you are free to take a temporary
job and still work towards a career goal. Employment centers (at unemployment offices) match
skills and interests to available jobs. Notice available. Some jobs will not be available at a given
time in your scenario also.
There is a government in RBE, you may not call it that though. There must be a way to keep
order, to distribute goods FAIRLY, even to organize the continual production of necessary items.
Someone or SOMETHING must do that.
During the communist rule of the USSR people were able to get free stuff, they got vouchers they
redeemed at the markets. And it was big newas at the time, there was a toilet paper shortage. The
voucher wwas worthless because someone failed to insure the supply. Someone HAS to do that.
In a free market system there is what is referred to as 'the invisible hand'
snip:
invisible hand or invisible hand of the market is the term economists use to describe the selfregulating nature of the marketplace.[1] This is a metaphor first coined by the economist Adam
Smith. The exact phrase is used just three times in his writings, but has come to capture his
important claim that by trying to maximise their own gains in a free market, individual ambition
benefits society, even if the ambitious have no benevolent intentions. [link to en.wikipedia.org]
HAHA. this one line say everything I am clumsily trying to say.
Anyway, call it what you want, there must be a logistical system which must be administered by
someone/something. A government
Quoting: Real list

the only system to rule a resource based economy is the scientific method.
Scientific method refers to a body of techniques for investigating phenomena, acquiring new
knowledge, or correcting and integrating previous knowledge.[1] To be termed scientific, a method
of inquiry must be based on gathering empirical and measurable evidence subject to specific
principles of reasoning.[2] The Oxford English Dictionary says that scientific method is: "a method
or procedure that has characterized natural science since the 17th century, consisting in
systematic observation, measurement, and experiment, and the formulation, testing, and
modification of hypotheses."[3]
Real list
User ID: 1497011
United States
01/05/2012 12:21 PM

yes i do still agree and i would love to turn a piece of our apt complex into a veggie garden..but
guess what it costs to get seeds...to pay for water...i cant afford to build a hydroponics or
aeroponics place but if someone else could start it i would freely give my time...if i magically won
the lottery that i dont play...i would build it and i would fund it and i would give away free food.
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and i have a question was working where you did your desire? would you have been more
productive and happy doing something else?
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

I had no real goals, I let life lead me, I took it as it came. I would not advise anyone else to do that,
maybe I was lucky.
It was not a desire but a resposibility to those that depended on me, a responsibility I gladly
accepted. Does that answer yuor question?
Ok, you would grow a public garden. Your neighbor sits every day under a tree and sips
lemonade while you work. You repeat an offer to him, 'I have another hoe', but he says no, it's
time for my jog. Your beans get ripe (ever pick beans? Backbreaking) and you spend a couple
hours picking them. Here come Mr lemonade breath saying 'I need some beans too you know,
that will be enough for mu dinner'.
How do you react?
Quoting: Real list

i understand responsibility...b/c of responsibilities i worked on factory assembly lines,worked as a
cashier...it doesnt mean thats what i want for future children. i would still give him beans...and
more on that i would make an effort to talk to mr lemonade breath everyday to help him
understand why its a good thing to help out. i wouldnt just stare at him and fume in anger...i would
look at why he doesnt want to help and focus on that. its not just the actions/inaction we need to
look at, its the root of the problem we need to solve. maybe he doesnt think its that hard...maybe
he doesnt know how to help...maybe he is just lazy but people do not just become lazy its taught.
we have energy to do things but we've been plopped in front of tvs and computer screens, given
easy outs so we dont work as hard. think about cast iron pots..they rock but you have to take care
of them and they will last you forever...instead weve created a poison called teflon so we can just
throw that thing in the dishwasher and toss it when it flakes off and weve eaten some. weve
created plastic utensils so we can toss instead of just washing a damn spoon. weve have created
the lazy society it wasnt just that way to begin with.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

If you would give away he beans you worked to grow, why don't you give away your labor to
anyone who asks? Instead of sleeping 8 hours work for free at the nearest retail business. Just
walk in and say, I want to work for free. Why not?
The business, having less employee cost could lower it's prices. You'd be helping the entire
community. When folks find out, more will volunteer to work for free, lowering prices further until
you have a cashless business. From there you can build an entire cashless world
I'm4theRBE
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in other words you take a survey...how many people are in this location...how many people will
this location support...how much food thus needs to be produced....we have x amount of people
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we need x amount of dishwashers b/c they conserve more water than hand washing....its basic
study..survey...apply.
Real list
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the only system to rule a resource based economy is the scientific method.
Scientific method refers to a body of techniques for investigating phenomena, acquiring new
knowledge, or correcting and integrating previous knowledge.[1] To be termed scientific, a method
of inquiry must be based on gathering empirical and measurable evidence subject to specific
principles of reasoning.[2] The Oxford English Dictionary says that scientific method is: "a method
or procedure that has characterized natural science since the 17th century, consisting in
systematic observation, measurement, and experiment, and the formulation, testing, and
modification of hypotheses."[3]
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

You have described a method, and it does make sense. But someone or group or a machine must
administer the method.
You can find methods to do all sorts of things, build a house say. But someone has to do the
building, the method does not do the building.
Are you willing to subject everyone's lives to a machine (computer)? And remember, someone
has to maintain the computer, so it is possible to change the code, to make some richer than
others. Who would know and who could stop it?
I have read several novels about utopias. Some even sound feasable. But there are ALWAYS
compromises. Some are totalarian, some the populace is in a drug stupor, some are isolated from
the world. None are perfect.
You do realize utopia literally means 'no place', right?
Real list
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in other words you take a survey...how many people are in this location...how many people will
this location support...how much food thus needs to be produced....we have x amount of people
we need x amount of dishwashers b/c they conserve more water than hand washing....its basic
study..survey...apply.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE
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You need a government AND a bureaucracy to do the census.
There must be a government. Every government has corruption. Your government will be corrupt.
It will not work
Real list
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in other words you take a survey...how many people are in this location...how many people will
this location support...how much food thus needs to be produced....we have x amount of people
we need x amount of dishwashers b/c they conserve more water than hand washing....its basic
study..survey...apply.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

What if you are told to go to x location bc you are a dishwasher, the location you want has too
many and x has too few? And you like warm weather and x is in Alaska.
No system can provide everybody with everything thay want. Some folks get the short straw.
I'm4theRBE
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the only system to rule a resource based economy is the scientific method.
Scientific method refers to a body of techniques for investigating phenomena, acquiring new
knowledge, or correcting and integrating previous knowledge.[1] To be termed scientific, a method
of inquiry must be based on gathering empirical and measurable evidence subject to specific
principles of reasoning.[2] The Oxford English Dictionary says that scientific method is: "a method
or procedure that has characterized natural science since the 17th century, consisting in
systematic observation, measurement, and experiment, and the formulation, testing, and
modification of hypotheses."[3]
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

You have described a method, and it does make sense. But someone or group or a machine must
administer the method.
You can find methods to do all sorts of things, build a house say. But someone has to do the
building, the method does not do the building.
Are you willing to subject everyone's lives to a machine (computer)? And remember, someone
has to maintain the computer, so it is possible to change the code, to make some richer than
others. Who would know and who could stop it?
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I have read several novels about utopias. Some even sound feasable. But there are ALWAYS
compromises. Some are totalarian, some the populace is in a drug stupor, some are isolated from
the world. None are perfect.
You do realize utopia literally means 'no place', right?
Quoting: Real list

you do realize i never ever used the word utopia...what i and many many others promote is not
the most perfect society ever...it is however a far better solution than anyone else has come up
with. its something to work on,a place to grow from. yes a central computer would be needed to
keep track of the worlds resource supply.. but hey guess what, nothings secret, you want to
monitor whats going on in the "system" then you can learn about the coding and keep an eye on
it. unbeknownst to you i guess, there have already been plans made and materials thought of to
build better cities. heard of memory metal? yeah you can shape it and then flatten it and then heat
it to take on its original shape.im not just pulling things from thin air...people far smarter than me
have been working on these things for most of their lives
Real list
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in other words you take a survey...how many people are in this location...how many people will
this location support...how much food thus needs to be produced....we have x amount of people
we need x amount of dishwashers b/c they conserve more water than hand washing....its basic
study..survey...apply.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

Ok, I'll go to x locatio and be a stupid dishwasher if that's what biggie big computer head says I
must do, but i'll not do anything. I'll sit and watch the dishes pile up. Or maybe I just don't feel so
good...everyday. I still get the same as everyone else.
Sweet!
I'm4theRBE
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in other words you take a survey...how many people are in this location...how many people will
this location support...how much food thus needs to be produced....we have x amount of people
we need x amount of dishwashers b/c they conserve more water than hand washing....its basic
study..survey...apply.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE
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What if you are told to go to x location bc you are a dishwasher, the location you want has too
many and x has too few? And you like warm weather and x is in Alaska.
No system can provide everybody with everything thay want. Some folks get the short straw.
Quoting: Real list

this goes back to the oh if we give everyone a home they will want to live on the beach and the
beach can not support 7 billion people. get off it, you wont be told where you can and cant
go...you for sure wont be told your a dishwasher go here...its called volunteerism. also an rbe
promotes free travel...why would i want to learn about french cuisine from a book when i can travel
there for free and find someone willing to teach me?
I'm4theRBE
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in other words you take a survey...how many people are in this location...how many people will
this location support...how much food thus needs to be produced....we have x amount of people
we need x amount of dishwashers b/c they conserve more water than hand washing....its basic
study..survey...apply.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

Ok, I'll go to x locatio and be a stupid dishwasher if that's what biggie big computer head says I
must do, but i'll not do anything. I'll sit and watch the dishes pile up. Or maybe I just don't feel so
good...everyday. I still get the same as everyone else.
Sweet!
Quoting: Real list

umm not to mention i so said we need to build x amount of dishwashers not making x amount of
humans dishwashers. the big computer isnt going to tell you to do anything...all its there for is to
keep track of our resources...not humans. think like every planned city has a kiosk and it tells you
all the available living space and you just check in. how much easier would things be if when you
"checked in" it asked "do you like to play loud music? or do you like quiet?" and then could
actually give you options close to other people who answered similarly...giving you the choice of
neighbor and not just neighborhood.
I'm4theRBE
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im sorry op,i feel like i just kinda took things over for a few pages...i gotta run for a bit to go freely
help out with some children...c you guys later

Real list
User ID: 1497011
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the only system to rule a resource based economy is the scientific method.
Scientific method refers to a body of techniques for investigating phenomena, acquiring new
knowledge, or correcting and integrating previous knowledge.[1] To be termed scientific, a method
of inquiry must be based on gathering empirical and measurable evidence subject to specific
principles of reasoning.[2] The Oxford English Dictionary says that scientific method is: "a method
or procedure that has characterized natural science since the 17th century, consisting in
systematic observation, measurement, and experiment, and the formulation, testing, and
modification of hypotheses."[3]
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

You have described a method, and it does make sense. But someone or group or a machine must
administer the method.
You can find methods to do all sorts of things, build a house say. But someone has to do the
building, the method does not do the building.
Are you willing to subject everyone's lives to a machine (computer)? And remember, someone
has to maintain the computer, so it is possible to change the code, to make some richer than
others. Who would know and who could stop it?
I have read several novels about utopias. Some even sound feasable. But there are ALWAYS
compromises. Some are totalarian, some the populace is in a drug stupor, some are isolated from
the world. None are perfect.
You do realize utopia literally means 'no place', right?
Quoting: Real list

you do realize i never ever used the word utopia...what i and many many others promote is not
the most perfect society ever...it is however a far better solution than anyone else has come up
with. its something to work on,a place to grow from. yes a central computer would be needed to
keep track of the worlds resource supply.. but hey guess what, nothings secret, you want to
monitor whats going on in the "system" then you can learn about the coding and keep an eye on
it. unbeknownst to you i guess, there have already been plans made and materials thought of to
build better cities. heard of memory metal? yeah you can shape it and then flatten it and then heat
it to take on its original shape.im not just pulling things from thin air...people far smarter than me
have been working on these things for most of their lives
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

You did not use the word, you keep implying that everybodies needs will be taken care of simply
because everyone wants to work for nothing. Umm, that IS the definition of
utopia/nirvana/paradise.
So, how does new technology (memory metal) fit into a moneyless, computer governed world?
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One has nothing to do with the other. When cars came into use folks no longer needed money for
horses. Man's technological advances have been continual for thousands of years. Money has
been used almost that entire time. New technology does not improve your argument.
Far better solution? Based on what? A theory. NAZISM was sold as a much better system as was
communism, fascism. Some even looked good in theory. You can't even present a complete
theory. Just some vague ideas of what will happen if.....
I've just about had it with offering real world facts to challenge your fantasies.
Waste your time in a dream world if you want. I will continue doing fine in the real one.
Last Edited by Real list on 01/05/2012 01:00 PM
I'm4theRBE
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the only system to rule a resource based economy is the scientific method.
Scientific method refers to a body of techniques for investigating phenomena, acquiring new
knowledge, or correcting and integrating previous knowledge.[1] To be termed scientific, a method
of inquiry must be based on gathering empirical and measurable evidence subject to specific
principles of reasoning.[2] The Oxford English Dictionary says that scientific method is: "a method
or procedure that has characterized natural science since the 17th century, consisting in
systematic observation, measurement, and experiment, and the formulation, testing, and
modification of hypotheses."[3]
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

You have described a method, and it does make sense. But someone or group or a machine must
administer the method.
You can find methods to do all sorts of things, build a house say. But someone has to do the
building, the method does not do the building.
Are you willing to subject everyone's lives to a machine (computer)? And remember, someone
has to maintain the computer, so it is possible to change the code, to make some richer than
others. Who would know and who could stop it?
I have read several novels about utopias. Some even sound feasable. But there are ALWAYS
compromises. Some are totalarian, some the populace is in a drug stupor, some are isolated from
the world. None are perfect.
You do realize utopia literally means 'no place', right?
Quoting: Real list

you do realize i never ever used the word utopia...what i and many many others promote is not
the most perfect society ever...it is however a far better solution than anyone else has come up
with. its something to work on,a place to grow from. yes a central computer would be needed to
keep track of the worlds resource supply.. but hey guess what, nothings secret, you want to
monitor whats going on in the "system" then you can learn about the coding and keep an eye on
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it. unbeknownst to you i guess, there have already been plans made and materials thought of to
build better cities. heard of memory metal? yeah you can shape it and then flatten it and then heat
it to take on its original shape.im not just pulling things from thin air...people far smarter than me
have been working on these things for most of their lives
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

You did not use the word, you keep implying that everybedies needs will be taken care of simply
because everyone wants to work for nothing. Umm, that IS the definition of
utopia/nirvana/paradise.
So, how does new technology (memory metal) fit into a moneyless, computer governed world?
One has nothing to do with the other. When cars came into use folks no longer needed money for
horses. Man's technological advances have been continual for thousands of years. Money has
been used almost that entire time. New technology does not improve you argument.
Far batter solution? Based on what? A theory. NAZISM was sold as a much better system as was
communism, fascism. Some even looked good in theory. You can't even present a complete
theory. Just some vague ideas of what will happen if.....
I've just about had it with offering real world facts to challenge your fantasies.
Waste your time in a dream world if you want. I will continue doing fine in the real one.
Quoting: Real list
its not working for nothing...its working for everyone and everything...
b/c what could be better than knowing everyone has food water shelter clothing and abundant
access to everything. i said something about memory metal b/c a plan has been formulated to use
it to build houses that you can ship easily down a river and use geothermal heat to "pop" back
up...thus making the construction world far easier. we need to be using new tech to make old jobs
useless. automation use it instead of being afraid of it.
Real list
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You have described a method, and it does make sense. But someone or group or a machine must
administer the method.
You can find methods to do all sorts of things, build a house say. But someone has to do the
building, the method does not do the building.
Are you willing to subject everyone's lives to a machine (computer)? And remember, someone
has to maintain the computer, so it is possible to change the code, to make some richer than
others. Who would know and who could stop it?
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I have read several novels about utopias. Some even sound feasable. But there are ALWAYS
compromises. Some are totalarian, some the populace is in a drug stupor, some are isolated from
the world. None are perfect.
You do realize utopia literally means 'no place', right?
Quoting: Real list

you do realize i never ever used the word utopia...what i and many many others promote is not
the most perfect society ever...it is however a far better solution than anyone else has come up
with. its something to work on,a place to grow from. yes a central computer would be needed to
keep track of the worlds resource supply.. but hey guess what, nothings secret, you want to
monitor whats going on in the "system" then you can learn about the coding and keep an eye on
it. unbeknownst to you i guess, there have already been plans made and materials thought of to
build better cities. heard of memory metal? yeah you can shape it and then flatten it and then heat
it to take on its original shape.im not just pulling things from thin air...people far smarter than me
have been working on these things for most of their lives
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

You did not use the word, you keep implying that everybedies needs will be taken care of simply
because everyone wants to work for nothing. Umm, that IS the definition of
utopia/nirvana/paradise.
So, how does new technology (memory metal) fit into a moneyless, computer governed world?
One has nothing to do with the other. When cars came into use folks no longer needed money for
horses. Man's technological advances have been continual for thousands of years. Money has
been used almost that entire time. New technology does not improve you argument.
Far batter solution? Based on what? A theory. NAZISM was sold as a much better system as was
communism, fascism. Some even looked good in theory. You can't even present a complete
theory. Just some vague ideas of what will happen if.....
I've just about had it with offering real world facts to challenge your fantasies.
Waste your time in a dream world if you want. I will continue doing fine in the real one.
Quoting: Real list
its not working for nothing...its working for everyone and everything...
b/c what could be better than knowing everyone has food water shelter clothing and abundant
access to everything. i said something about memory metal b/c a plan has been formulated to use
it to build houses that you can ship easily down a river and use geothermal heat to "pop" back
up...thus making the construction world far easier. we need to be using new tech to make old jobs
useless. automation use it instead of being afraid of it.
Quoting: I'm4theRBE

I know reason and facts and reality have no effect on you dreamers. The only reason I reply to
this nonsense is to try and prevent others from getiing sucked into your cultish ideas. This thread
is way too long, no reasonable person will read this far in, and I've made my points many times
over, sometimes with your help.
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Continue living in the dream world, it's your right.
I can only wish you well and hope you see reality someday.
I'm4theRBE
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United States
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^^^^i dont see how its cultish...im ok living in a world of hope...the hope that one day humans can
get along and stop breeding hate,seperatism,violence,greed,selfishness...and start teaching
respect,love,how to share,and how to accept someone even if you do not believe the same thing.
you may call me a dreamer,but i am not the only one.
Soul Wave
User ID: 8805683
United Kingdom
01/13/2012 11:59 PM
I just "lost" a lot of time for 2 days all over money. For reasons I won't cover, but related to money,
I have to go to the bank when my money is there personally and get it for my expenses. Well, I
forgot the banks were not open Monday, so I wasted some walking with the buses, which were
also running saturday hours causing some "waiting." So the bank trip was wasted, had to go back
the next day. If we did not have "money", there would be NO banking, no loans to repay, no check
books to keep track off, no budgeting time, no necessary bank drafts of any sort. No worry about
bouncing checks and all that stuff. No purchasing of checks, no swiping bank cards and debit
cards. No paying the rent or house payment. No car payment. In a money free world, if its using
cars still, they are simply ISSUED. Of course some folks work on building them, but much of that
will be automated more than now. I take the bus for a variety of reasons. THE COST of keeping
the car. Much cheaper for me. No TIME spent getting license plates, no time or obligation to pay
insurance, no fees yearly to AAA. No repairs, and when we are money free, whatever our
transportation is, it will WORK and for a very LONG time. As well all our various machines.
Now I went to the doctors office to pick up my prescriptions. My morphine cannot be called in. It
can be mailed though, maybe I should see if they will do that. If it did not have medicare, the
morphine would have cost an arm and a leg. In a money free world, medicines cost nothing. And
our medicine would improve a lot, NO BIG PHARMA CRAP. Doctor would not need a system to
collect money and pay their bills. No insurance issues. Ponder that when they are ripping you off
for your deductible. No people like me needing Medicare and medicaid to pay the medical bills,
Ponder that. Doctors could actually spend time healing and could have all the help they need to
service their clients. Lots more in house or close by modalities could be created far beyond what
we have today. Money LIMITS. ALWAYS even on the best of worlds still using the stuff.
In fact one day, you will have computers that will read your aura, and sample you blood and
skin cells, decreasing TIME you must spend getting medical care in the first place, and
since PROFITS are not a motive, I should not even have to go there.........
MONEY STEALS YOUR TIME people, both your work to get the stuff and your work to spend the
stuff. No waiting in line in the store to check out. There will be no check out. Walk in, get what you
need, leave. Imagine that.
DO IMAGINE. I have to review this thread, to see if any of you posted about what YOU DID NOT
HAVE BECAUSE THERE WAS NOT ENOUGH "MONEY".
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You touched on a bunch of topics.
Money is a means to facilitate the trading of work for the items we need/want. If someone does
not have 'enough' it is not a lack of money but a lack of his labor to earn what he needs. I am
making no assumptions, the labor may be lacking because of circumstances beyond his control.
The point is, labor earns moey which is traded for other items WE CHOOSE.
You forgot the banks were not open and that is because we use money? Are you saying in a
world without money you wpuld NEVER forget ANYTHING and NEVER waste time because you
forgot something? Get real.

quote you:
when we are money free, whatever our transportation is, it will WORK and for a very LONG time.
end:
A money free world will automatically usher in new modes of transportation? That is sure what it
seems you said.
Machines to read your aura? Wow. You read a lot of science fiction as a kid, no?
The technology you envision may or may not come about. The reality is this, they will come about
FASTER in a world motivated by healthy greed, a PROFIT motive. That may or may not mean a
system using a currency.
You say again and again, people will JUST do the work necessary for society to function. Tell me,
why don't people do that now? Many people are unemployed, retired or work part time. Why don't
rhey volunteer? Most already have a base of support (they receive some money). Why don't they
at least sweep the streets or help people to their cars with groceries/packages? Most people have
'spare' hours they while away in front of a TV. Why do they NOT use those hours to make life
better for all of us? They are free to use their income to help the needy rather than spend it on
cable service.
I think you want to use your 'no money' system to FORCE people into your vision instead of
working towards teaching peole to be less selfish no matter the system they live in. You want the
cart in front of the horse.
Quoting: Real list

You think just the same as a dear friend of mine, no matter how much you try to show how limiting
and separating money is, and how degrading it is to your spiritual growth and integrity to learning,
you cannot envisage a world without money. You cannot envisage the system of share and share
alike, it is almost as if you you need a conceptual object to make your labour seem worthwhile.
We can build each others homes without money, the reward is that we each have a lovely home
that we each design ourselves, the continued reward for that is a wonderful community living in
accordance with nature and totally stress free. You also only work when needed at your own time
without the illusory need of a status wage.
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Just picture this, you want a ripe peach to eat, how do you get it, why you just walk up to the fruit
tree and pick it and eat it, all instantly fresh and with optimal nutrition. It will be just the same in
created stores where the produce is fresh and healthy and you go and collect as needed. The
comparison of what we have here now in this system is totally laughable.
Proper way, go to the tree, pick the fruit and eat it.
The way we have created today is: I want a peach, a farmer collects the peaches that grows on
his land and sends them to a storehouse to be distributed where money is requested in return for
the fruit. To get my peach I have to go and labour in some place I do not really like so that I can
obtain this money. I do not even get this money instantly any more, I have to wait a whole month
for them to deposit it into another third party location known as a bank. I have to get that money,
jump on a bus or in a car and go to the supermarket where I have to bustle my way to the
peaches, where I have to take it to a checkout in its cellophane wrapping and unpleasant
preservatives and have is scanned and bagged. I then leave the store, have to make my way
back home to unpack, unwrap and then I get to eat my flavourless peach after unwrapping it from
it's cellophane. All in the name of money!!
That is insanity.
For those of you that cannot see a world of no money, you do not have the ability to see paradise
on earth, because that is what it would be, and we would have it to share and enjoy with no harm
and no waste and not one single living being will ever go without.
I sit in the cold and I limit my water usage and I struggle to get about and I do not have much
entertainments and I do not go on holidays and I never get to see the wonders of the world, I do
not get to try all the different types of food dishes, I do not get to swim in the sea etc., because
money stops me from enjoying those things. Without money we can all enjoy those things.
Sometimes I wonder if the people that want the money system just live for status, and do not want
to see other people having good things too. Maybe they think that the tired earning system is fair
and when they have much and another has little that it makes them feel like better or more
deserving than others. In which case it is not so much your mind you need to work on, but your
heart, and when you have your heart in order the mind is sure to sort itself out too, and when the
two parts unite, eureka, you may just actually get it.
No money is freedom.
Anonymous Coward
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United Kingdom
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I just "lost" a lot of time for 2 days all over money. For reasons I won't cover, but related to money,
I have to go to the bank when my money is there personally and get it for my expenses. Well, I
forgot the banks were not open Monday, so I wasted some walking with the buses, which were
also running saturday hours causing some "waiting." So the bank trip was wasted, had to go back
the next day. If we did not have "money", there would be NO banking, no loans to repay, no check
books to keep track off, no budgeting time, no necessary bank drafts of any sort. No worry about
bouncing checks and all that stuff. No purchasing of checks, no swiping bank cards and debit
cards. No paying the rent or house payment. No car payment. In a money free world, if its using
cars still, they are simply ISSUED. Of course some folks work on building them, but much of that
will be automated more than now. I take the bus for a variety of reasons. THE COST of keeping
the car. Much cheaper for me. No TIME spent getting license plates, no time or obligation to pay
insurance, no fees yearly to AAA. No repairs, and when we are money free, whatever our
transportation is, it will WORK and for a very LONG time. As well all our various machines.
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Now I went to the doctors office to pick up my prescriptions. My morphine cannot be called in. It
can be mailed though, maybe I should see if they will do that. If it did not have medicare, the
morphine would have cost an arm and a leg. In a money free world, medicines cost nothing. And
our medicine would improve a lot, NO BIG PHARMA CRAP. Doctor would not need a system to
collect money and pay their bills. No insurance issues. Ponder that when they are ripping you off
for your deductible. No people like me needing Medicare and medicaid to pay the medical bills,
Ponder that. Doctors could actually spend time healing and could have all the help they need to
service their clients. Lots more in house or close by modalities could be created far beyond what
we have today. Money LIMITS. ALWAYS even on the best of worlds still using the stuff.
In fact one day, you will have computers that will read your aura, and sample you blood and
skin cells, decreasing TIME you must spend getting medical care in the first place, and
since PROFITS are not a motive, I should not even have to go there.........
MONEY STEALS YOUR TIME people, both your work to get the stuff and your work to spend the
stuff. No waiting in line in the store to check out. There will be no check out. Walk in, get what you
need, leave. Imagine that.
DO IMAGINE. I have to review this thread, to see if any of you posted about what YOU DID NOT
HAVE BECAUSE THERE WAS NOT ENOUGH "MONEY".
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You touched on a bunch of topics.
Money is a means to facilitate the trading of work for the items we need/want. If someone does
not have 'enough' it is not a lack of money but a lack of his labor to earn what he needs. I am
making no assumptions, the labor may be lacking because of circumstances beyond his control.
The point is, labor earns moey which is traded for other items WE CHOOSE.
You forgot the banks were not open and that is because we use money? Are you saying in a
world without money you wpuld NEVER forget ANYTHING and NEVER waste time because you
forgot something? Get real.

quote you:
when we are money free, whatever our transportation is, it will WORK and for a very LONG time.
end:
A money free world will automatically usher in new modes of transportation? That is sure what it
seems you said.
Machines to read your aura? Wow. You read a lot of science fiction as a kid, no?
The technology you envision may or may not come about. The reality is this, they will come about
FASTER in a world motivated by healthy greed, a PROFIT motive. That may or may not mean a
system using a currency.
You say again and again, people will JUST do the work necessary for society to function. Tell me,
why don't people do that now? Many people are unemployed, retired or work part time. Why don't
rhey volunteer? Most already have a base of support (they receive some money). Why don't they
at least sweep the streets or help people to their cars with groceries/packages? Most people have
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'spare' hours they while away in front of a TV. Why do they NOT use those hours to make life
better for all of us? They are free to use their income to help the needy rather than spend it on
cable service.
I think you want to use your 'no money' system to FORCE people into your vision instead of
working towards teaching peole to be less selfish no matter the system they live in. You want the
cart in front of the horse.
Quoting: Real list

You think just the same as a dear friend of mine, no matter how much you try to show how limiting
and separating money is, and how degrading it is to your spiritual growth and integrity to learning,
you cannot envisage a world without money. You cannot envisage the system of share and share
alike, it is almost as if you you need a conceptual object to make your labour seem worthwhile.
We can build each others homes without money, the reward is that we each have a lovely home
that we each design ourselves, the continued reward for that is a wonderful community living in
accordance with nature and totally stress free. You also only work when needed at your own time
without the illusory need of a status wage.
Just picture this, you want a ripe peach to eat, how do you get it, why you just walk up to the fruit
tree and pick it and eat it, all instantly fresh and with optimal nutrition. It will be just the same in
created stores where the produce is fresh and healthy and you go and collect as needed. The
comparison of what we have here now in this system is totally laughable.
Proper way, go to the tree, pick the fruit and eat it.
The way we have created today is: I want a peach, a farmer collects the peaches that grows on
his land and sends them to a storehouse to be distributed where money is requested in return for
the fruit. To get my peach I have to go and labour in some place I do not really like so that I can
obtain this money. I do not even get this money instantly any more, I have to wait a whole month
for them to deposit it into another third party location known as a bank. I have to get that money,
jump on a bus or in a car and go to the supermarket where I have to bustle my way to the
peaches, where I have to take it to a checkout in its cellophane wrapping and unpleasant
preservatives and have is scanned and bagged. I then leave the store, have to make my way
back home to unpack, unwrap and then I get to eat my flavourless peach after unwrapping it from
it's cellophane. All in the name of money!!
That is insanity.
For those of you that cannot see a world of no money, you do not have the ability to see paradise
on earth, because that is what it would be, and we would have it to share and enjoy with no harm
and no waste and not one single living being will ever go without.
I sit in the cold and I limit my water usage and I struggle to get about and I do not have much
entertainments and I do not go on holidays and I never get to see the wonders of the world, I do
not get to try all the different types of food dishes, I do not get to swim in the sea etc., because
money stops me from enjoying those things. Without money we can all enjoy those things.
Sometimes I wonder if the people that want the money system just live for status, and do not want
to see other people having good things too. Maybe they think that the tired earning system is fair
and when they have much and another has little that it makes them feel like better or more
deserving than others. In which case it is not so much your mind you need to work on, but your
heart, and when you have your heart in order the mind is sure to sort itself out too, and when the
two parts unite, eureka, you may just actually get it.
No money is freedom.
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Quoting: Soul Wave 8805683

I just thought I would add to this that our Father gave us everything, he even gave to us lots of
little creatures that keep everything clean and in shape. Next time you see a pigeon, you will
probably take no notice of it, maybe even just shoo it away because it is in your way, but it is there
to clean up after you, what you leave behind it cleans up. Can you imagine how it would be if all
these little cleaner up creatures demanded an illusory material reward for their labour. They do not
reason as we humans do, but they are intelligent enough to know the rewards are already present
and that they have something you as a human does not have, freedom.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8983805
United Kingdom
01/16/2012 07:42 PM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/17/2012 09:09 PM

Re: Why cannot earth folks envision a world without MONEY!
".
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Quoting: Real list

I just thought I would add to this that our Father gave us everything, he even gave to us lots of
little creatures that keep everything clean and in shape. Next time you see a pigeon, you will
probably take no notice of it, maybe even just shoo it away because it is in your way, but it is there
to clean up after you, what you leave behind it cleans up. Can you imagine how it would be if all
these little cleaner up creatures demanded an illusory material reward for their labour. They do not
reason as we humans do, but they are intelligent enough to know the rewards are already present
and that they have something you as a human does not have, freedom.
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Quoting: Soul Wave 8805683

nice post, and when we go money free, we will all do our individual parts. Just like nature does.
Man cannot exceed nature, he gets himself into massive trouble every time he does. And please I
am not stating we can't have technology in this statement but it must make use of the laws of
nature. Using fuels to generate electricity, is not within the laws of nature for example. The
electricity is there for the taking already, and there are natural laws that will take it "naturally." In
fact because of how we send it down wires, is unnatural onces its drawn out of the medium and
we have a lot of issues now with electromagnetic pollution.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 01/17/2012 09:10 PM
To those who keep giving me red or green thumbs telling me to seek Jesus, Jesus is my best
friend, he is returned, and we have co created AbundantHope, the 2nd Coming organization. He
is in fact the Commander of the Forces from Heaven that are here at this time.
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS a GLOBAL organization.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/17/2012 09:13 PM

Real List you are the one stuck here. Going off money means ultimate wealth. I come from worlds
that are like that, but it takes spiritual maturity which is not present on earth right now. 7 billion
people wanting beach front property is not how it works. There are 100 million folks living under
the surface of earth, who do not use it, argartha, and even the 8 billion reptilians who were
evacuated did not use it. It is NOT the norm on most worlds, only in prison wards like this one.
You are "paid" for your contributions to society by food, housing food, et all and these societies
because of the freedom develop technologies we can't even dream about here. and if we want to
travel the cosmos, the shit will be useless and as long as we have it, we will never have enough
"money" to build these sorts of craft even.
People on money free worlds have wondrous homes too. They have become spiritually mature
enough to not overpopulate, they are not forced into stacked apartment buildings for those
reasons. This world is completely unsustainable the way it is going. We didn't develop even the
peaceful technology required so we could MOVE our excess numbers elsewhere. We are a "land
locked" planet, because others out here do not want the people of this world, and it took a LOT of
work to get some to accept folks from this world when it is cleansed.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8912132
Canada
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01/17/2012 09:16 PM
Because without money they won't be able to oppress you the way they like!
If they build luxury cars and houses it is simply for them to show you their class status.
Those people are nothing without money they would probably all hang themselves without it.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/17/2012 09:23 PM

Because without money they won't be able to oppress you the way they like!
If they build luxury cars and houses it is simply for them to show you their class status.
Those people are nothing without money they would probably all hang themselves without it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8912132

oh they would. don't worry some of them are going to where they will not have that.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2006481
United States
01/19/2012 12:45 AM
IT IS NOT THAT HARD PEOPLE. Some folks didn't like my butting into this thread this evening.
Thread: What is the reason for money?
So lets just do it under my name and YOU butt into this one with VISION. Living without money
does not need serfdom. And it does not mean going back to the hunter gatherer stage either, nor
to an agrarian life. It does not mean you trade your organic back yard grown veggies to a
carpenter to build your house either.
The carpenter to build you house does not have to do something to acquire the wood, shingles,
plumbing, electrical wiring and all the rest to build your house for his groceries. YOU CAN DO
BETTER.
HUMAN is different from the animals because human can envision. I have had in fact 3 cats that
have gotten a father fragment because they began to envision something beyond CAT. Leave out
the Father Fragment though for this time, its not a thread on religion or cosmology.
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Can you ones see no further ahead than working away your lives under the control of others? Can
you not see your enslavement? I have never had a free day in my life on this world. NOT ONE.
While I have "free time" to write here on GLP, I had to pay for the computer, and I have to pay for
the electricity to run it, and most importantly I have to pay for the internet connection to get here.
And some pour soul likely earned next to nothing to bring me the expensive mac in the first place
because the way international currency works. I have no idea who builds all the parts to a mac,
then there is the shipping, packaging to ship and all that stuff that makes the world of apple go
round.
I want to leave religion out of this, but I will not leave spirituality and some cosmology out of it. I
have to make one statement, you are so missing out on the spirituality stuff, that you have bought
the false heaven lie, which allows you to let yourself live as slaves, in hopes of a reward in heaven
where you never have to work again, you can have parties with Jesus for eternity of trillions of
years. Yes some of you do think that way, do not deny it.
Well guess what, Jesus has returned and he has worked his butt off for you since then. He
worked his butt off finding places for you to go at the time this world is closed down and that is
soon. Because you have destroyed your world and you have done so by allowing MONEY to be
used to squelch your creative minds and reduce you to enslaved beings. And there are plenty of
people who will post here that I am coo coo around this idea, they did already in the thread above
and they have done so in the other threads on money.
I am NOT COO COO on this. Guess what, you will always work SOME in all of your life eternal.
You will always live on planets of some sort. There is no heaven up in them their clouds to float in.
Jesus LIVES on a planet except right now he lives on a CRAFT. Crafts are heaven people. You
do not fly the friendly universe until you have earned the right to do so. The galactic wars are over
and every race on every world must earn the right to fly or you stay on your prison world until you
do. Work does NOT ever go away.
Your angels work, didn't that occur to you? Do they get paid digital credits or paper bills for it? NO.
In the friendly universe everyone GIFTS their skills. Period. Now enough for tonight, I will continue
this tomorrow and see what's posted in it. You are going to learn to expand your consciousness,
or you are going to stay as fools on fools planets. This was the teaching left out of your bible.
"Truly, I say to you, wisdom must be learned from the laws of Creation, which humans may
recognize in nature. But if humans do not think and seek, they will not be able to attain
wisdom and will remain fools.There is no higher happiness than wisdom, no better friend
than knowledge, and no other saviour than the power of the spirit."
If you do not get that POWER of your SPIRIT up and running, you are moving to other
stupid worlds full of fools. OK. Can I be any clearer of that one?
Now would someone help me out here and list all the shit you have to pay for in this life? To pay
for your shit, (and you do pay sewer fees to your water company to process your shit, do you not,
quite literally), you have to work hours almost beyond your endurance, and submit to
enslavement. Every single person that is employed is a slave and every single employer manages
slaves. PONDER THAT ONE FOR IT IS TRUTH. Good night. :peace on earth: (and you won't
have peace either until the money goes away.)
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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einsteinsfly
User ID: 9101648
United States
01/19/2012 01:19 AM

"To live content with small means; to seek elegance rather than luxury; and refinement rather than
fashion; to be worthy, not respectable; and wealthy, not rich; to study hard, think quietly, talk
gently, act frankly; to listen to stars and birds, to babes and sages, with open heart; to bear all
cheerfully, do all bravely, await occasion, hurry never; in a word, to let the spiritual, unbidden and
unconscious grow up through the common. This is to be my symphony."
William Ellery Channing
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/20/2012 08:57 AM

You know, because of MONEY, we have cyber copyright crime. Spend a couple hours
pondering this one, PLEASE
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/22/2012 01:10 PM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports to them. See the end of the post
for link to article and details. Thankyou. NIP/Candace
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You are- AbundantHigherself (personal teaching of Hazel, a Melchizedek.)
Abundance is your natural state. It is the rhythm allocated to you through the birth of your soul.
You need simply to know this and seek within yourself the wealth of you. This wealth is your
governance.

Yet in human format the ability to conceive this truth is elusive as it has become natural for you to
seek that which is external to yourself in the form of acquisitions which you project as
‘abundance’. What you know as abundance is typically what you can see and own.

You cannot comprehend the subtle truth that you are All and in that All-ness there is no vestige of
paucity or lack.
As you gently meander through the soul’s evolutionary cycle, you will gradually come into
remembrance and acceptance of your natural form. It is the indigenous part of you that has no
ending. During the course of your myriad journeys through the evolutionary worlds of time and
space, you will at some point achieve the alchemy of wholeness. It takes men many many
lifetimes to realise and know that they are ALL, and experience the All-ness beyond an intellectual
comprehension through mergence with the Divine mind. In that state they simply ‘are’ and in need
of nothing.

Until such time, it is advocated that you re-programme your thinking of dearth into one of
abundance by initiating within yourself the knowledge that you cannot be anything but abundant
through the presence of the divine within you. Your soul was created in perfection and it is through
this perfection that you derive the abundance of your CREATOR.

If you are able to accept this rationale and begin to know that it is who you are then your vision will
be inspired by this knowing. In other words you will begin to see through the eyes of abundance
and think without limitation; as that which is abundant has not limit.

The use of the term abundance in your realm tends to have a material or possessory connotation.
Yet this is invariably a very limited view point. Creation itself is abundant in divine energy and your
planet in herself has much natural abundance birthed through the Creator’s mind. Yet rarely in
your world is the panoramic view taken of abundance beyond a personal agenda. You cannot
know what abundance is unless you come to know yourself and experience every facet of you as
a divine entity.

You hold the power within you as abundant beings to create abundance in your outer world. You
can also create whatever abundance you desire in your personal world. What you create should
inevitably reflect you. Through life’s experiences abundant lessons can be learnt from the soul’s
perspective through what you may term unpleasant or painful circumstances. Many of these
adverse circumstances are meant to yield lessons that will enable the participant/s in the
experience to find or gravitate closer to the God within. This is a step which harmonises their
thinking with one that is closer to their true nature. It is from this point that an understanding of
God and themselves will be birthed.
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Need is an indicator of lack and lack is an indicator of perceived un wholeness. It is therefore a
change in perception which is mandatory, for you to begin to manifest abundance in all areas of
your life. All power lies within you and it for you to utilise and direct that power in a way that
creates abundance. The power of you lies in your mind; and therefore the re programming of the
mind is necessary so that you begin to project thoughts of abundance because it is who you are.
Should you be lacking in confidence, self esteem, self belief or faith, then your creations cannot
yield abundance and neither will you attract abundance.

You need also to rid yourselves of the programming of poverty consciousness and become more
aligned with the abilities, qualities and essence of Christ consciousness. In a state of Christ
consciousness you will only know abundance.

The reality of your 3rd dimensional world is that abundance has been associated with financial
gains or what you tem money. Indeed as a ‘thing’ it can provide material wealth and trappings
related thereto. Yet not everyone has abundance YET everyone is abundant. True abundance
does not know lack because it is balanced on that fulcrum of equality. True abundance does not
exist in your physical world.

Is there any ill or evil in having or wanting to have money? The answer is simply NO? It is the use
of that money and the means used to acquire it that matters. If money is a staple in your
structures and is necessary for living, then to shun it in its entirety would not be wise. In fact you
cannot currently survive without it. Most activities revolve around it. How much you desire
depends on your personal needs and wants. It is a means to an end not an end in itself. It is a
mechanism for physical survival; and for the soul to have its journey and experience in your world,
money is a necessity at this time.

Many do not appreciate that in past lives and through genetic coding they have brought the id of
poverty consciousness with them into this incarnation. Many have take vows of poverty in various
life times and made unsavoury oaths that have affected their journey, choices and abilities to
create and attract abundance in this life time. Opportunities that will lead to abundance in various
avenues or their lives cannot manifest due to these energetic blockages.

You are not POOR beings. You are spiritually wealthy divine souls who lack nothing and embody
everything. As such you must exude the energy of abundance through the knowing of this and
manifest it in your thinking. You often blame others or circumstances for holding you back. No one
is responsible for you but you. It is your inability to see abundance on your path that keeps you
stuck in a mire of lack and need.

It is indeed not easy to de programme eons of false programming. Yet if you are committed to
working on yourselves you will each be able to source the root of your beliefs and begin the
process of healing and re-programming,

Money is not necessarily evil; it is used for evil devices and acquired often though evil means. It
does not carry a high vibration but serves a purpose. Man in his infancy is not yet ready to part
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with it; for he in general lacks a higher understanding and vision beyond the physical dimension. If
you seek abundance in money then you can attract it or manifest it to serve your physical needs
BUT always remember that there must be balance in all things.

Abundance does not mean excess- it means fullness and All-ness. It is all encompassing. In your
abundance always must you seek to share and that includes, of yourself through service.

Abundance must breed humility in being and humility in sharing. It is not ornate in outlook. It is
simply radiant.

When spirituality underpins your life and higher thinking is your level of intelligence, you will
embrace your abundant nature without embarrassment and will be able to attract in abundance all
you seek in your physical world; for what you seek shall always be in balance and for the sharing
or giving.
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/03/2012 04:11 PM

Thread: NIP VC Podcast Saturday night. I am doing a podcast tomorrow night. Topic will included
global monetary management.
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